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EDITORIAL

WE MUST
OFFER MORE

T¥:?:rmoB:Et:i:ssa:man:F#R::t
analysis  to  be  found  in  this  issue  of
A44IVIV4      says      as      much.      An
unnecessary and unedifying squabble
with  the  Liberal  movement  over  the
Council of Christians and Jews was a
family  broz.ges  waiting  to  happen  in
the context of long-unresolved issues
about  the   way   in  which  the  two
Progressive movements should relate.
Geoffrey  Paul,  in  a  recent  article  in
the Jewz.a/z Cfero7zz.c/e, posed questions
about  RSGB's  relationship  with  the
Masorti movement on its other flank,
and  here,  too,  there  are  unresolved
issues.

Important though these matters are,
Sam Lawson touches upon something
deeper.  In  many  ways,  the  last  few
years  have been  ones  of tremendous
achievement     for     the     Reform
Movement.  It has  made  great  strides
in   developing   a  network   of  day
schools,   expanded  significantly  its
student work and chaplaincy services,
begun  to  address  issues  relating  to
young     adults,     and     its     Youth
Movement is a model of excellence. It
should   be   remembered   that   the
Sternberg  Centre,  Europe's  largest
Jewish   religious,   educational   and
cultural  centre,  is  still  less  than  20
years old. Yet its synagogues, though
they   constitute  the   second  largest
association of synagogues in the UK,
have   not  experienced  in  .the   90's
anything  like  the   same   degree  of
growth that was enjoyed a generation
ago.   Lawson's   ambivalent  portrait
correctly reflects this.

RSGB  clearly  needs  to  clarify  and
develop  its  partnerships  on  the  centre
left of the community. But it also needs
to   address   something  much  more
fundamental and challenging.

Non-orthodox   Judaism   is   char-
acterised by its willingness to enter into
dialogue with `the spirit of the age', the
wider  contemporary  world,  and  be
changed by it. There is nothing wrong
with that. But, as the choice of the term
`reform' implies -no `ed' on the end, a

process rather than a completion - that
dialogue is never finished. Particularly
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if the times change.
Intellectuals  often  use  the  words

`modern'   and   `post-modern'   in   a

bewildering variety of ways. However,
the  British-born thinker Nigel  Savage
has suggested that the shift from modem
to post-modem is very much a feature
of the 90's and has two characteristics
which   are  profoundly   relevant  to
Progressive  Judaism  and  its  dialogue
with the times.

Savage   suggests   that   the   first
characteristic   of   the   shift   from
`modem'   to   `post-modem'   is  a  re-

newed   interest   in   tradition   and   a
strong impulse to give fresh energy to
the   re-weaving   of  tradition  with
modemity. This is true in the field of
architecture  where  the  insistence  on
stark  lines  and  expanses  of concrete
and glass is giving way to  a renewed
interest  in  echoing  and  reintegrating
the best of past styles. Not a return to
Georgian  villas,  Elizabethan  manor
houses or wattle and daub huts but a
reblending of old with new. Similarly,
post-modem  medicine  is  open  to  the
possibility   of  finding   wisdom   in
ancient  traditions,  which  is  not  the
same   as   discarding  antibiotics  and
returning to leeches.

This post-modem  emphasis  on re-
examining  the  wisdoms  of tradition
and  re-weaving  the  best  of the  past
ivith the best of modemity represents
an  exciting  and  enriching  challenge.
It is important to see it for what it is:
namely   a  renewed  re-engagement
with tradition. To see it in other terms,
as a shift to the right or a retreat into
orthodoxy,    is   to    misunderstand
completely   the   impact  that   post-
modemity  can  and  should  provide.
The key is a still stronger emphasis on
Jewish leaming.

Savage's   second  characteristic   is
choice.  This  is  not  the  old  issue  of
personal    autonomy   but    is    best
described in terms of a striking image
from  the  world  of  communications.
Twenty years ago, more than half the
nation  watched  the  same  episode  of
the Morecambe and Wise Show at the
same  time.  That  will  never  happen
again because of the digital revolution
which offers each individual and each

home a stunning variety of channels.
Post-modem    Judaism  needs  to  take
very   careful   cognisance   of  that
metaphor.  Individuals  are  many  and
varied. They have different needs and
different  tastes.  They respond to  the
words of God and to Torah in subtly
different    ways.    If   the    modern
synagogue  was  characterised by  one
service,   one  education  programme,
one  social  event,  one  programme  of
social    action,    the    post-modern
synagogue will provide a rich variety
of programmes, reflective of the shift
from    Morecambe    and    Wise    to
OnDigital.

It  will   demand   a   great   deal   of
individual  tolerance  and  breadth  of
vision - the  recognition  that  if what
suits me does not suit others, it is  not
a personal affront. It will also demand
a level of resource which will in turn
necessitate       alliances       between
synagogues and new ways of looking
at the way the professionals of those
synagogues   relate.   Modernity   has
given  way  to  post-modernity  -  in
medicine, in architecture and in many
other  fields.   What  worked  in  the
modem  world may well  not work  in
the post-modem world, a post-modem
world  characterised  by  a  renewed
interest  in  tradition  and  the  way  in
which   it   is   interwoven   with   the
present,   and   by   the   emphasis   on
choice  as  the  only  viable  response
to   the   variety   of  individuals   and
range of needs.

That is why the Reform Movement
stands  at  a  crossroads.  Just  as  in  the
past  it  responded  courageously  and
creatively to  modemity,  so  it  is  now
challenged to  respond  creatively and
courageously to the demands of post-
modernity.   If,   while   cementing  its
partnership with its Liberal friends on
one  side and its  Conservative  friends
on    the    other,     it    can    provide
synagogues   which  re-engage   with
tradition through  a renewed  appetite
for  leaming  and  that  rich  variety  of
Jewish opportunities which constitute
the living Judaism of the next century,
Sam Lawson will be able to write ten
years from now of a crossroads safely
and securely traversed .



The Aleph Beat Band at Kenton Synagogue
Social club for young people.
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Sam Lawson
As the journal Of the Sternberg Centre,

MA:ANNA tends, inevitably, to view
British Jewry from a particular

perspective. We thought it would
be a good idea to ask a detached

observer - if there is such a person
within our Jewish community -

to have a look at where the
community 's religious organisations

stand on the threshold
of the 21 st Century.

Journalist ScLm Lcowson Of:I :ers
this challenging analysis.
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Renewal.   But  in  the   1990s,  British
Jewry has excelled in at least one thing
-the writing of reports.

If  success  could  be  measured  in
paperwork,  these  have  been  boom
years: the Kalms report into the United
Synagogue,  the  Worms  report  on
Jewish  education,  the  Chief Rabbi's
Women's Review, as well as a whole
crop  of  smaller  offerings   such  as
RSGB's  "Missing  Generation"  report
and the published wisdom  of various
management  consultants,  to  whom
there was  hardly  a major community
organisation  that  did  not  lay  bare  its
inner workings.

In    this    period    of    collective
introspection, one report did more than
any  other  to  focus  attention  on  the
crucial issues:  the Institute for Jewish
Policy    Research    (JPR)    survey,
published in  1996. And in a jamboree
of statistics, one finding had particular
significance -that two thirds of Anglo-
Jews belonged to a synagogue, a third
did not. Depending on what emphasis
you   gave   it,   the   figures   invited
diametrically   opposed   responses.
Some  people  said;  "Look  how  many
people don't belong to a synagogue,"
while   others   riposted,   "Look  how
many still do."

Some,  then,  took  the  figures  as
evidence  of  an  increasingly  multi-
dimensional  community,   in  which
growing   numbers   of   Jews   were
identifying themselves as ethnic or, the
vogue  word,  "cultural"  rather  than
religious.  Hence  secular  rather  than
religious forms of Jewish identification
would assume ever greater importance
in  the  future.   But  others  drew  the
opposite conclusion -that synagogues
remained the dominant route to Jewish

affiliation      and      that      religious
congregations rather than secular clubs
remained  the  better  bet  for  Jewish
continuity.

Not   until   the   JPR   repeats   the
exercise   -   and   it   has   given   no
indication when it might - will come
more evidence to establish a trend. At
least it has  given a new thrust to  the
question   of   how   far   are   we   a
synagogue-led community. And when
you talk of synagogues, you are talking
of synagogal organisations.

In a sense, the religious movements
are  potentially  in  a  stronger  position
than they were even 10 years back. Not
so   long   ago   it   was   the   political
organisations  concerned  with  Israel,
Jewish  defence,   Soviet  Jewry  and
others  that,  by  and  large,  provided
communal leadership. Now that issues
of identity  and  continuity rather than
politics have moved centre stage, it is
the  custodians  of  organised  religion
who,  in  theory,  are  better  placed  to
take   over  the   direction.   Political
Zionism  is  in  eclipse,  and  it  has  no
successor.  If there  is  a  new,  secular
Jewish consciousness  in the  offing,  it
has  yet  to  materialise  in  institutions
able  to  mount  a  challenge  to  the
existing order.

The  initiative  is  there to  be  seized.
Whether synagogue  organisations  are
capable of taking it is another matter.

No  organisation  has  had  a  more
eventful  decade  than  the  largest,  the
United  Synagogue,  though  not  in the
way it would have wished. Its guardian
angel  must  have  gone  on  indefinite
strike as one calamity followed another
- a depleted pension fund, which has
taken more than six years to sort out,
the  theft  of books  from  the  London
Beth  Din  library  by  a  former  dayan,
not to forget massive losses to its burial
society which have prompted a police
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investigation.    These    spectacular
misadventures cumulatively suggest an
organisation in total disarray. But they
also  mask  a  less  dramatic  story  of at
least partial recovery.

At  the  start  of the  decade,  the  US
was  on  a  spending  spree,  pumping
millions   into   Jewish  education,   in
particular. The only trouble was it was
driving  itself  deeper  into  debt  and
leaving  its  members  groaning  under
the weight of taxation.  The report by
Sir  Stanley  Kalms,  the  head  of the
Dixon group, brought this expansionist
policy  to  a  halt.  Pushed  by  financial
exigency    but    also    by    Kalms's
criticisms  of  over-centralisation,  the
US  cut  its  bureaucracy,  trimmed  its
education services and axed subsidies
to day schools.

Since then, the US has been able not
only to  reduce its debt to manageable
level but revive sufficiently to set up a
community  development  department
(CDD). It offers assistance and training
to  communities  rather than following
the   old   interventionist   model   of
launching          centrally-controlled
programmes.  One of the CDD's most
important responsibilities is to help fill
the gaping hole where the US's youth
provision ought to have been.

Although the US-sponsored Jewish
Youth Study Groups appealed to some,
teenagers     had     been     neglected.
Gradually over the last few years, more
and  more  synagogues  have  begun  to
hire  youth  directors,  some  of  them
rabbis.   If  synagogues  can  afford  a
second minister these days,  they may
well go for a youth leader rather than a
chazan.

Where  the  CDD  comes  in  is  as  a
training  and  co-ordinating  body,    its
brief  to   create   not   a   US   youth
movement  but  link  up  the  separate
synagogues    into    a   London-wide
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The Saatchi
Synagogue,

nearing its first
birthday, has been

trumpeted as
precisely a feat Of
daring religious
entrepreneurism

beyond the
scope Of

the conventional
synagogue outf its.

network.   That  development  signals
that the  US  is  beginning  seriously  to
invest in its future.

As  for  young  adults  -  despite  the
much-heralded    establishment    of
alternative     minyanim     in     some
synagogues - the  US  has  not a great
deal to show. Indeed, in practice, it has
left the field pretty much to a steadily
expanding      band      of     outreach
organisations, some with international
connections like Aish Hatorah or Ohr
Somayach,   which   have   come   to
dominate the young adults' scene.

It is not simply the US but the non-
Orthodox  movements,   too,   which
appear almost invisible beside the well-
funded  and  attractively  marketed
programmes now being offered by the
Orthodox  outreach  groups.  Beyond
that,  the  popularity  of  the  outreach
groups   is   paying   off  in  terms   of
increased  funding,  and  that  in  turn
makes   it   more   difficult   for   the
synagogal organisations to compete for
cash.

Even if the synagogal organisations
have   a  good  idea,   financing   is   a
problem, especially as levying further
taxes on their membership is regarded
as  a  non-starter.  The  United  Jewish
Israel Appeal, having taken over from
Jewish Continuity, is one source. But it
has  only  limited  money  so  far  for
supporting new projects. And as far as
going  cap-in-hand  to  philanthropists,

they seem often more disposed to put
their  money  into  smaller,   specialist
agencies   rather   than   the   central
umbrella  bodies.  An  example  is  the
Saatchi   Synagogue,  nearing  its  first
birthday, which has been trumpeted as
precisely  a  feat  of  daring  religious
entrepreneurism  beyond  the  scope  of
the conventional synagogue outfits.

From an Orthodox viewpoint, it may
seem irrelevant whether it is the US or
someone else that carries out the young
adults'  work.  As  long as they remain
within the fold, what is the difference?
The  significance  lies  in  the  fact  that
some   of  the   outreach  groups   are
motored by an ideology to the right of
the US,  although that may be filtered
for popular consumption. They pose a
religious challenge to an organisation,
already    seen    as    vulnerable    to
depredations from both left and right.

By   1990,  the  US's  share  of male
synagogue membership in London had
dropped from 72 percent to 58 percent
and was in danger of losing its capital
majority by the year 2000, the Kalms
report  warned.   In  practice,   actual
defection   to   the   right   has   been
relatively  small, judging by the  latest
Board  of  Deputies  figures.  But  the
growing   charedi   communities   in
Stamford    Hill,    Golders    Green,
Prestwich  and   Gateshead   exert  a
gravitational pull,  especially on  some
of the rabbinate.

As for losses to the left, there is no
stampede  out  of  Orthodoxy  to  the
Progressives.   In  the  six  years  from
1990 to  1996, the Reform and Liberal
movements did increase their share of
overall  synagogue  affiliation from 23
percent  to  more  than  27  percent,
according to the Board figures. But if
you    take    the    figure    for    male
membership - which is significant in

Continued on next page



The United Synagogue 's guardian angel must
have gone on indefinite strike as one calamity
f;ollowed another - a depleted pension fiund,

which has taken more than si,x years to sort out,
the thoft Of books from the London Beth Din

library by a f;ormer dayan, not to f;orget
massive losses to its burial society which
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assessing the flow out of Orthodoxy -
then   interestingly   their   share   fell
fractionally from 25.4 percent to 25.2
percent. It is a statistic which reinforces
the  impression  that  over the  last  few
years, the progressive movements have
been treading water.

When the  Kalms  report underlined
the  mismatch  between  the  United
Synagogue's  religious  standards  and
the actual practice of its members - if
the  US  did  not  exist,  90  percent  of
them    would   join    a    Masorti    or
Progressive  synagogue,  it reckoned -
it     possibly     created     an     undue
expectation  of  an  exodus  from  the
Chief    Rabbi's     camp.     All     the
Progressives  would  have  to  do  is  sit
and wait  and the  ex-Orthodox  would
come rushing into their arms.

Not    only    has    that    not    been
happening  but  another  statistic  has
given  both  Progressive  movements
something else to think about. The JPR
survey  found  that  the   children  of
Orthodox  synagogue  members  were
twice as  likely to remain members of
synagogues      than      those      from
Progressive  families,  with  more  than
half of Liberal  and  Refomi  children
not having joined a synagogue.

In  response,  you  could  plead  the
effects  of  social  change.  People  are
marrying  later,  have  families  later,
therefore join  synagogues  later - the
wandering  sheep  will  return  to  the
pasture.  Even  so,  the  figures  contain
enough to suggest a wonying lack of
continuity, especially in organisations
which have done so much to develop
their youth movements.

It  is  not  that  the  young   adults
problem has gone unrecognised. ULPS
set  up  its  "Mind  the  Gap"  initiative,
RSGB launched its new chavurah last
year  with  the  appointment  of a  full-
time  outreach worker  in  the  pipeline.
But neither organisation seems able to
muster the kind of resources needed to
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compete with the Orthodox outreach
groups.

Indeed, trying to get money to do
what they need to do appears to be a
struggle for both movements.  In its
"Towards 2000" strategy paper five

years  ago,  ULPS  reported  it  had
shelved  or  curtailed  some  projects
through   lack   of   finance.    The
RSGB's young adult venture came
belatedly,  after  a  three-year  delay
following    publication    of    the
"Missing Generation" report.

Similarly,  in  the  field  of  adult
education, good intentions have yet
to be realised in action.  The call at
last year's RSGB  conference by its
chief    executive     Rabbi     Tony
Bayfield  for  Reform  to  establish  a
sixth form college, bczfez. mz.drczsfe,  a
retreat   centre    and   a   learning
foundation in the course of the next
decade  set  out  the  goals.  Now  the
movement has to demonstrate it has
the will and means to fulfil them.

If  the   essence  of  Progressive
Judaism lies in coupling freedom of
conscience with the ability to make
informed    choices,    then    both
movements have still a long way to
go  in producing  an  educated  laity.
Moreover, they appear to be making
fewer  strides   in  this   area  than
Orthodoxy,  which  for  all  its  inner
tensions,   is  benefitting  from  the
commitment  of  growing  numbers
who spend a year or two in yeshivah.

To  be  fair,  Progressive  activists
have  been  pouring  a  good  deal  of
their energy into enterprises that go
beyond  the  narrower  confines  of
their  denominations   -   such   as
Limmud  or  the  wider  women's
educational  movement.  The  same
goes for the planned new "pluralist"
schools,         undoubtedly         the
Progressives'     most    important
educational  project.  If these  fulfil
their promise of partnership between

Reform, Liberals and Masorti, too, they
will  act  as  a  further  spur  to  inter-
movement collaboration.

That  brings  up  the  question  of  the
newest  and  smallest  of  movements,
Masorti.  It  has  been  making  steady  if
unspectacular  progress.  Against  hoped-
for expansion - most recently plans for
new  communities  in  Hatch  End  and
Richmond - have to be offset failures in
Manchester  and  Hendon.  Its  advance
depends on its capacity to put more rabbis
in  the  field.   While  it  has  two   of  its
graduates  studying  for  the  rabbinate  in
Israel,  it will be  some years before  they
are available.

The Chief Rabbi's notorious attack on
the movement in the pages of the Jcwz.sfe
rrz.bi£#e  five  years  ago  reinforced  the
perception that it was regarded mainly as
a threat to  the  Orthodox.  But while  the
New London  Synagogue  is Orthodox in
all but name,  other newer congregations
have been heading further down the road
of egalitarianism -a potential magnet for
more  traditionally-minded  members  of
Reform synagogues.

Thus tension between the movements
co-exists with co-operation. It is  easy to
argue the logic for having only two rather
than  three  non-Orthodox  movements
here,   one  broadly  Conservative,   one
Reform/Liberal. But religious institutions
and ideology do not always enjoy a neat
fit. In the   meantime, all the movements
have enough work to do in trying to reach
into the great pool of the unaffiliated  .

a)   Synagogue afriliation/non-affiliation 1995
Central Orthodox (United, Federation,
regional Orthodox)
Reform
Lit)eral
Chasidic
Sephardi
Masorti
None

40.2 percent
12.5 percent
3 .9 percent
3.2 percent
2.3 percent
I  pert:ent
36.9 percent

(from Institute for Jewish Policy Research  "Soc!.c!/
and Political Attitudes Of British Jews ", \996.)

b)    Synagogue male membership
1990                      1996

Central Orthodox
(including  1  percent Masorti)

67.7 percent   66.9 percent
Progressive                   25.4 percent   25.2 percent
Union ofortbodox   6.9 percent     7.9 percent

(from  Board  o£  Depndes   "A   Profile  Of British
Jewry,"  1998)

c)    Household synagogue membership 1996
Central Orthodox
Reform
Liberal
Union of Orthodox
Sephardi
Masorti

60.7 percent
18.8 percent
8.5 percent
7.1  percent
3 .4 percent
1.5 percent

(from Board of Deputies  "Pro¢/e "/

SAL:P`11   TjAL:WSON    is    a   freelance   journalist
specialising in education, with an interest in Jewish
Renewal.
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HANDSHAKE -
SIN OR COMMON DECENCY?

THE     QUARREL'     IS     A
moving film based on a Yiddish
short  story  and  deals  with  the

chance  reunion  in  1948  of two  men
who had grown up in Bialystock. Each
thought the  other had perished in the
Holocaust.  The ultra-Orthodox  Hersh
and the humanist Chaim debate God's
presence  in the  face  of great evil.  At
one  point  the  two  men  encounter  a
female   friend   of   Chaim's.    The
encounter  leads  to  this  significant
incident. She stretches out her hand in
greeting to Hersh. He hides his hands
behind    his    back,     leaving     the
unfortunate  woman  embarrassed  and
awkwardly  drawing  back  her  own
hand.

A congregant of mine tells me how
deeply hurt and humiliated she felt at
her    father's    funeral    when    the
officiating Orthodox rabbi passed over
her  and  shook  only  the  hands  of the
men in her family. In his  `Last Word'
in the  Winter  1999  issue  of A4HJVIV4
Rabbi   Wolff  described   a   similar
occasion.

I  have  been  unable  to  find  out
exactly when handshaking ¢s cz/o7'm o/
greeting between both men and women
came in as a custom. The entry under
`handshake'  in  Webster's  dictionary

claims that the word appeared first in
1873, so the custom may be as late as
the  last  century.  It  is  certainly  not
mentioned as a greeting between men
and women in the Bible or in rabbinic
texts  earlier than this  century.I  While
there   is   nothing   to   be   found   on
handshaking, as such, in the sixteenth
century law code, the Sfec4/c%cz72 £4r244fe,
there  are  perfectly  clear rulings  with
regard  to  physical  contact  between
men  and  women,  from  which  the
decision on handshaking, as a form of
greeting, can easily derived.

It   is    often    assumed   that   the

Rachel Benjamin

prohibition against handshaking relates
to  the  laws  of 72z.ddcz%,   menstruation.
There are two factors to be considered
there: laws of ritual purity, and the laws
concerning forbidden relationships (as
set out in Leviticus  18: 19). Since, after
the destruction of the Second Temple,
all Jews are in a state of ritual impurity
anyway,  and  a  man  cannot  become
more pure by touching a menstruating
woman, the question of ritual purity is
not  an  issue.   But,   Leviticus   18:19
includes  the  menstruating  woman  in
the     list     of     forbidden     sexual
relationships.  So  is  a man  allowed to
have  czny  physical   contact  with   a
menstruating  woman,?  The  law  in
Shulchan  Arukh,  Yoreh  De'ah  19S..2.
states: He shall not touch her even with
his  little  finger.  Various  authorities
argued  as  to  whether  the  forbidden
contact  was  only  of a  sexual  nature.
According to Shabbetai Cohen (1622-
1663, the `Shach' all agree that contact
of  a   sexual   nature   is   forbidden
according to Torah law, but non-sexual
physical  contact  is  forbidden  only
according  to  rabbinic  law.2  This  still
means that, according to fecz/a4fe¢¢,  all
such contact is forbidden. The fact that
it is a rabbinic prohibition, rather than
a Torah one, may account for the fact
that  many  ignore  it  with  regard  to
handshaking.

But  for  the  halakhah  there  is  an
additional  problem.   Implicit  in  the
rabbinic  texts  is  an  assumption  that
men are unable to control their sexual
impulse   in  the  close  company  of
women.  The  Babylonian  Talmud  in
Scz7!AecJrz.7€  75a tells the  story of a man
whose  life  was  threatened by  a great
passion  for  a  certain  woman  that

burned  in  his   heart.   The   doctors
concluded that his  only cure  was her
submission  to  him.  The  rabbis  were
horrified  and  proclaimed  that  it  was
better  that   he   should   die.   Other
suggestions were made, including that
he talk to her from behind a fence. But
the  rabbis  always  came  to  the  same
conclusion - better that he should die
than succumb to his burning desire.

So the rabbinic model postulates that
no  man  is  able  to  resist  temptation.
This sharply conflicts with the biblical
story of Joseph as a model of chastity
and  self-restraint.  When  Potiphar's
wife  threw  herself at  Joseph,  he  was
able to refuse her. Therefore if a man
has casual, non-intimate contact with a
woman, how much the more should he
be  able  to  control  himself  and  how
much more of a reward should he have
for exercising his self-control.2a

In  spite  of that,  the  rabbis  took  a
different view.  A chapter in Sfe#/cfecz73
j4rc44fe,   Eve#  fJcz'Ezer  21,  is  entitled
`keeping  one's  distance  from  czreyof,

women with whom one is forbidden to
have   sexual   relations.   All   single
women  past  puberty  are  forbidden.
Since they do not immerse regularly in
the   mz.h/e%,   they   are   in   a   state   of
menstrual   impurity.   All   married
women  mcz);  be  #z.dc7czfe   at  any  time.
Paragraph  21:1  begins,  `a  man  must
keep  very,  very  far  from  women'.  It
goes on to prohibit the making of any
gestures to a woman forbidden to him,
hearing her voice while she is singing
or looking at her hair, and even goes so
far as to say that `if one gazes even at a
woman's little finger with intention to
derive pleasure from it, it is as though
one has gazed at her genitals. '3

The  contemporary  scholar Michael
Kaufmann  states,   `while  society  at
large may accept certain physical acts
as expressions of affection to which no
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sexual  overtones  are  attached,  the
Jewish view is that no form of physical
contact between a man and a woman,
whether  it  be  hand-holding  [#egz.czfe],
embracing,     or    kissing     [cfez.bb244
1/e'7€z.sfewfr],   can   be   guaranteed   to
remain casual for long.4

Earlier this century, in his discussion
of `Private Relations Between Sexes',
Louis   Epstein   mentions   that   `the
handshake as a manner of greeting was
employed in Europe both by men and
women'. He goes on to claim that,

to refuse shaking hands with a lady
meant to be stamped ill-mannered,
and an offence and humiliation to
the woman. Yet the law refused to
permit this. Some pious men wore
gloves   so   as   not   to   touch   a
woman's  hand  flesh  to   flesh;5
others stood  firm by the  law,  and
refused  to  shake  hands  with  a
female,      regardless      of      all

people   behaving   leniently  and
shaking hands with a woman when
she offered her hand, perhaps they
are of the opinion that this is not a
gesture  of affection  and pleasure
(chibbah  ve'hana'ah),  but  it  is
problematic  to   rely  on  this   in
practice.8
Later   on,   Feinstein  repeats   his

comment  in  Orczcfe  Cfocz)ryz.in,   Vol.   1,
No  113 and goes on to state,

...for  he  must  be  concerned  in
regard to it [i.e. greeting a woman
by shaking hands with her] that it
is  in  a  manner  of  affection  and
plea.sure (chibah ve 'hana 'ah), but
I wrote in Vol.  I  of E1;c7€ fJcz 'Ezer
at the end of number 56 regarding
one  who  saw  even  God-fearing
people  being  lenient.   One  must
"cke  a.Ilowa.noes  fladun  le'khaf
zecfe24f/   [lit.  judge   according  to
merit] for the fact that they rely, on

A congregant Of nine tells me how
deeply hurt and humiliated she felt

at her father 's funeral when the
officiating Orthodox rabbi passed over

her and shook only the hands
Of the men in her family.

embarrassment.  The restriction is
now  very  lightly  heeded  among
western Jews, but it is still deeply
rooted in the  conscience  of pious
Jews  in  Eastern  Europe  and  the
Orient.6
The   issue   of  handshaking   also

features  in the influential responsa of
Rabbi  Moses  Feinstein  (1895-1986),
one of the leading halakhic authorities
in this century. He states,

As  for  shaking  hands  with   [1it.
holding out a hand to] a woman, as
a  manner  of  greeting  when  one
meets  them,   this   is   obviously
forbidden even with an unmarried
woman,  for they are  in a state  of
menstrual impurity, how much the
more with a married woman.7
From the comments of both scholars

it  is  clear that the  prohibition  against
handshaking    is    not    universally
observed   by   those   who   consider
themselves Orthodox Jews.

But   Rabbi   Feinstein   does   not
condone any leniency in this area:

Regarding the  fact that you have
seen   even   some   God-fearing
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giving [a hand] when she stretches
out  [hers]  to  them,  that  it  is  not
done in a manner of affection and
destrre  (chibbah ve'ta'avah)  a;nd I
also    wrote    there    that    it    is
problematic  to  rely  on  this  in
practice.9
At the turn of this millennium or to

be halachically correct,  in 5759, what
is one to make of the danger of sexual
arousal  through  a  handshake?  I  and
countless  millions   of  other  women
shake   hands   with   people   of  the
opposite sex, without any thought that
we might be placing them or ourselves
in  danger  of  indulging  in  lewd  and
lascivious behaviour.

Surely the assumption that the most
mundane     and     socially-accepted
physical contact between a man and a
woman might result in uncontrollable
passion must be laughed out of court.
It simply  does  not accord in any way
with  normal,  everyday  experience.
Beyond  that,  in  the  light  of  social
custom in  our day,  the prohibition  of
handshaking between men and women
is an insult and a humiliation.

As      Epstein     mentioned,      the
restriction   is   already   only   lightly
heeded among western Orthodox Jews.
Even Orthodox rabbis are  divided on
this subject. Some do shake hands with
women. Some do not. When faced with
a  woman's  hand  extended  to  him  in
greeting,  Rav  Eliahu  Lopian,  rosfe
yeshivah  a.nd  mashgi'ach  of the  E+z
Chayim Yeshivah from  1926-50, took
her  hand  and  shook  it.  When  asked
later why he did so, he said he believed
it more important not to embarrass the
woman  than  to  refrain  from  shaking
her  hand.  That  surely  should  be  the
model. For, in today's society and with
today's mores, not to shake the hand of
a woman, most especially when offering
condolences   during  a  shiva,   is   an
offence to women and an affront to both
common sense and human dignity .

RABBI  RACHEL  BENJAMIN  wczs  rece#r/y
Ordained at the Leo Baeck College in London.
She  is  now  assistant  Rabbi  at  Nortltwood  and
Pinner Liberal Synagogue.

I     There    are    two    instances    of
`handshaking'   mentioned  in  the

Bible (11 Kings  10: 15 and Proverbs
6: 1), and several found in rabbinic
literature  (see  Menachem  Elon,
Jewish  Law,   History,   Sources,
Prz.;2cz.p/es,    Philadelphia,   JPS,
1994,   pp.   916-7   and   1027),   but
these  refer  to  a  handshake  as  a
means  of  giving  one's  word  or
giving  legal  effect  to  a  business
transaction,   (normally  between
men) not as a form of greeting.

2.    See the  Shach's  comment number

10  in  Shulchan  Arukh,   Yoreh
De'ah,1S7 .

2a    For  these  points  I  am  indebted  to

Dr Ellman Crasnow.
3.    I owe a special debt of gratitude to

Rabbi  Mark  Solomon for his help
with this article.  He pointed me in
the  direction  of the  references  in
Shulchan    Arukh   aLnd   lggerot
A4:os%e, providing some translation
and  comments,  which  have  been
enormously helpful.

4.     Kaufinan,  Michael,  7lfoe  Wo7%cz72  I.#

Jewish    Law     and    Tradition,
Northvale,   New   Jersey,   Jason
Aronson,  Inc.,1995  (1993), p.126.

5.     Sedei  Chemed,  Chatan ve'Kallah,

14a.
6.     Epstein,   Louis,   Sejc   fczws   cz72c7

Customs  in  Judaism, Now  York,
Ktav Publishing House, Inc.,  1967
(1948), p.112.7.     |ggerot  Moshe,   Orach  Chc[yyim,

Vol.1, No.113.
8-    Iggerot Moshe, EvenHa'Ezer,Vof.

1,  No.  56.
9.     |bid,Vol.4,No.  32.
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We are standing in a wasteland,
before a grey crumbling massive building,

disintegrating in the April sunshine.
Only the Star Of David and two stone tablets

betray the fact that it is the
Great Synagogue Of Grodno, the synagogue

which served as a collection centre f;or
deportation Of Grodno Jewry just

over fifty years ago.

A JIVISH REACTIOIN TO KOSOVO

Alexandra Wright
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edge.  In the  week between the Brick
Lane and Soho atrocities,  I arrived at
my synagogue at 5.20pm to look into
the  offlce  and  pick  up  some  paper
work.  Unlocking  the  gate  leading  to
my  temporary   office   during   the
rebuilding  works,  I  noticed  a  bag
stuffed underneath the fence. We had
been warned to be extremely vigilant.
I  hesitated.   So  much  to  do,  it  was
probably  nothing.  But  what  if...?   I
wandered  slowly  back  to  the  car  to
fetch  my  mobile  'phone  and  felt  a
small   surge   of  anger   that   these
bombers,  whoever  they  were,  were
impinging on my life. A dozen seven-
year-olds  were  ninning  up  the  path
for  their  Beavers'   meeting.   That
decided  it.   We  collected  them  and
diverted them towards the park. I rang
the  police.  Within  ten  minutes,  four
policemen   arrived.   They   dashed
towards the offensive  item, picked it
up  and rummaged inside.  It wasn't a
bomb.  But  I  was  shaken.  It  was  not
until a few days later, when the news
about.the  Soho bombing had broken,
that  I  understood  how  these  three
bombings had frightened us, yes, but
had   also   helped   forge   a   strong
connection between the communities
the bombers had targeted. Jew, Afro-
Caribbean,  Asian,  gay  and  lesbian -
suddenly  I  felt  at  one  with  these
communities, and part of that oneness
lay in the  strong will to  resist attack
and    fight    together    against   the
unknown enemy.

Am    I    alone    in    making    the
connection between these momentary,
feelings  of resistance  and  anger  and
the  notion  that   Serbs   experiencing
NATO's  nightly  sorties,   far  from
feeling subdued by attack, are growing
more angry and more resistant as the
war  in  the   Balkans   hammers   on,
although  as  I  write  that  anger  seems
now to be directed towards Milosevic.
And  have  you  noticed  how,  in  the
midst  of  our  own  national  tragedies
and  the  appalling  shooting  at  a  high
school  in  Denver,  Colorado,  Kosovo
no  longer  receives  daily  front  page
coverage  in  the  newspapers?  Are  we
growing  hardened  to  the  pictures  of
NATO's  war  damage  in  Kosovo,  to
the testimonies from Albanian refugees
fleeing  in  long  weary  columns  to
neighbouring  Macedonia,   and  we
know  not  where?  Have  we  grown
cynical about the words  from doctors
or  aid  camp  workers,  telling  us  the
tragic impossibility of their work. After
all,  say the  historians  in the  Balkans,
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war  goes  with  the  territory.  And  the
responsible politician, summoning the
ghost of Hitler from  1938,  argues we
cannot     stand     by     and     witness
Milosevic's    ethnic    cleansing    of
Albanian Muslims.  And the religious
leader,  like  myself,  sits  on  the  fence
and looks this way and that and cannot
decide whether it is nobler to bomb the
hell  out of Serbia,  or sit down at the
table and talk to the butcher of Kosovo.

"Thus says the Eternal:

Stand at the cross roads, and look,
and ask for the ancient paths,
where the good way lies; and walk

in it,
and find rest for your souls."

(Jeremiah 6.16)

There  is  a voice  in me  that  shouts.
`Stop  the  war.  Let  the  bombs  cease.'

But it is a scream that remains stuck in
my throat, as in a nightmare. No sound
emerges.   There  is  no  good  way  to
emerge  from this  conflict.  We  are  all
losers,  all  diminished  in  the  sight  of
God.  And peace?  "They have treated
the  wound  of my  people  carelessly,
saying,  `Peace,  peace',  when there  is
no peace" (Jeremiah 6.14). But there is
another  voice,  a  cunning  voice  that
plays on guilt, an echo of that speech
by Neville Chamberlain in September
1938:  `This moming I had another talk
with  the  German  Chancellor,  Herr
Hitler,  and  here  is  the  paper  which
bears  his  name  upon  it  as  well  as
mine...Weregardtheagreementsigned
last night and the Anglo-German Naval
Agreement,  as symbolic of the desire
of our two peoples never to go to war
with one another again.  I believe it is
peace for our time. '`Peace  for  our  time...'   In  April  I

stood in the Umschlagplatz in Warsaw.
Tram rails run down the centre of the
road between two tall,  dark grey and
dirty  buildings.  This  is  where  the  SS
oversaw     the     transportation     of
thousands  of Jews  to  Treblinka,  said
our  guide  pointing  to   one   of  the
buildings.     The    memorial     is     a
rectangular enclosure of white marble,
roofless.  Over the  entrance is  a semi-
circular, great dark stone with a relief
of broken,  fallen trees.  A narrow gap
in  the  marble  facing  us  as  we  enter
reveals  a real tree,  branches  still bare
in  the  cold  Polish  spring  moming.
Polish children are lighting candles and
laying  flowers  at a makeshift  altar ira
front  of the  tree.  `Along  this  path  of
suffering and death over 300,000 Jews
were  driven  in   1942-1943   from  the
Warsaw Ghetto to the gas chambers of
the  Nazi   extermination   camps'   is

engraved   in   Hebrew,   Polish   and
English.  `Now say your prayers', says
a voice at my side. A girl in our group
is  weeping  inconsolably  and  I  turn
away. I have no words, no prayers. In
coming  to  terms  with  our  history,  in
trying  to  understand  what  history
means to us, we want so much for there
to be a redemptive future. We hold on
to the spirit of Anne Frank clinging to
her ideals and hopes because  she still
believes  `in  spite  of everything,  that
people  are  really  good  at  heart'.  We
seek redemption in the words of Primo
Levi whose writing attempted to satisfy
the  need  for  `an  interior  liberation'
from history. But standing here at the
Umschlagplatz in the midst of this cold
white marble, there  is  a painful  sense
of hopelessness.

We  have  come  from  Grodno   in
Belarus where the legacy of destruction
and corrupt, communist dictatorship is
written  on  the  face  of each  building
and  in  the  heart  of  each  man  and
woman we meet. I am struggling with
the  doctrine  -  a  doctrine  on  which  I
was   reared  -  which  teaches   this
redemptive view of history. A Hebraic
view  that  shows  the  operation  of  a
moral law and the unfolding of a divine
puapose.   In  Belarus,   in  Kosovo,   a
cynical  view  of history  is  merely  a
pattern   of   tyranny   followed   by
revolution.   One  chapter  following
another, unrelenting and eternal.

We  are  standing  in  a  wasteland,
before   a  grey  crumbling  massive
building,  disintegrating  in  the  April
sunshine.  Only the  Star of David and
two stone tablets betray the fact that it
is the Great Synagogue of Grodno, the
synagogue which served as a collection
centre for deportation of Grodno Jewry
just over fifty years ago.

A  security guard  lets us  in.  A grey
stone  staircase  leads  us  into  a  large
upstairs room with its tables and chairs
set  out  in  three  sides  of a  rectangle.
The recently opened boxes of rmcz/zcz%,
the banners of Israeli flags, are the only
evidence  of  use.   It  is  a  disjunctive
moment as I find it difficult to connect
these   familiar   symbols   with   the
suffocating  decay  of  the  building.
Another room disintegrating with age.
In the comer, almost comical, is an old
petrol  barrel  stove,  with  a  large  pipe
going up through the ceiling above it.
Next to it lie branches of fir trees ready
for burning.  I  close  my  eyes  and  see
the pious young scholars, black coats
and streimels. Another age.  I hear the
sing-song  chanting  of Talmud  study
and see another world of prayer, study,
commerce, philanthropy - life.

Continued on next page
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The elevated trrmfTh is a massive structure in
the middle Of the synagogue, f;our pillars, at each

Of the f;our corners, a cascade Of stone fioliage,
carved in such detail falling from the capitals

that have been meticulously repaired.

We must wait for our guide to take
us   back   downstairs   and   into   the
sanctuary.  All  but  its  floors  and  the
lower  part  of its  walls  is  completely
whitewashed.  We  stare  up  into  the
vaulted  ceiling  in  complete  wonder.
The   elevated   bz.772czfe   is   a   massive
structure    in    the    middle    of   the
synagogue, four pillars, at each of the
four   corners,   a   cascade   of  stone
foliage,  carved  in  such  detail  falling
from  the   capitals  that  have   been
meticulously  repaired.  Facing  it  and
recessed   into   one   of  the  walls   is
clearly the place where the ark would

have   been   placed   and   above   the
Romanesque  arch  with  its  scalloped
and  floral  stone  carvings,  encrusted
into  the  arch  itself,  are  carved  the
opening words from psalms  16: Sfez.vz.f
Adonai I 'negdi tamid -`T` have set the
Etemal One before me always', words
sung in the Memorial Service on Yom
Kippur.

At the foot of the steps leading up
into  this  recess  is  a  large  hole  and
lying  6n  its  side  inside  the  hole  a
massive stone head, a Stalinist acolyte
whose statue has seen better days. The
symbolism of this stone head lying in

Inside the Great Synagogue, Grodno, Bela:rus.
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the  floor  of the  Great  Synagogue  of
Grodno  bewilders  me.   Soviet  style
government is hardly dead and buried
here  and  the  presence  of the  Jewish
community,   however   lively   and
vibrant,  is  a  thin  reed  compared  to
pre-war Russia. The conflict between
cynicism   and   hope   begins   here.
Between  the  shining,  newly-painted
vaulted  ceiling,  and  the  ugliness  of
this stone head lying in the rubbish.

`The  heavens  declare  the  glory  of

God'   says  the  psalmist,  but  human
history, says the historiographer Yosef
Hayyim  Yerushalmi  `reveal[s  God's]
will and purpose'. God challenges and
humanity   responds.   Is  this   God's
challenge   to   us?   And  is   this   our
response? Fanning the little flame of a
Jewish    community    in    Grodno?
Collecting toys  for an Albanian  child
in Kosovo?

In  what  I  imagine  to  be  the  only
restaurant  in  the  whole  of  Grodno,
Jewish    owned,    we    are    making
%czi/da/czfe   on   Saturday  evening.   The
`older'   generation  are  present.   I  am

seventy-two years old, says a plumpish
woman in black with orange hair and
bright  red  lipstick.  Through  student
rabbi Nellie Kogan who has joined us
from Minsk for a day, she tells me that
she  would  have  loved  to  be  a  rabbi.
The  hardest  thing  is  communicating
here. Later on we bump into each other
outside.  Do you speak any English,  I
ask?  No.  Hebrew?  No.  German?  No.
How about Yiddish? We have a little,
slightly   stilted   conversation.   Her
daughter  is  in Israel,  and her parents
and brothers and sisters? All killed in
the "z./c%o773o%. In the war. Beneath the
jaunty  makeup,  her face  is  grey,  like
the walls of each dilapidated building
of Grodro .

Grodro,  Kosovo.  Will  this  be  the
afterinath  of the  war  in  Kosovo?  In
fifty years' time, will seventy-year old
women  whose  fathers  and  brothers
were  killed  today  or  yesterday,  be
sitting   in  purple-lit  restaurants   in
Albania, with only their blue rinses and
orange lipstick masking the grief and
tragedy of their unspeakable losses?

The  redemptive  view  of history  is
struggling to assert itself. Back home, I
am looking at the pictures of the faces
of this community -is it redemption or
defiance    that    is    written    there?
Triumphant,joyful,bothreflectiveand
intense,  even  beautiful.  There  is  life.
And in this, can we express our prayer
for Kosovo? .

RABBI ALEXANDRA WRIGHT, cz grcrdwa/e
Of Exeter University and Leo Baeck College, is
Rabbi Of Radlett  & Bushey Reform Synagogue
and co-Chair Of RSGB 's Assembly Of Rabbis .
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FROM SIBERIA
T0 GERMANY TWICE

ONE RESSIAN |EW'S LIFE

10 May 1995 on the way to Red Square, Moscow for the 50th Anniversary Parade.

Boris Belikov

In spare moments between attending
to the needs Of the congregauts

Of Wimbledon Roform Synagogue
and providing eye-catching headlines

f or MA::NNA, Rabbi William Wolf f
goes ojf to Rostock in East Germany

to minister to the newly-founded
community Of Jewish inmigrants. There
he met a quite extraordinary man, who

has led a quite extraordinary life. Boris
Belikov was persuaded to

set down the bare outline of a
story which encapsulates so much Of

20th Century Jewish history and survival
in the face of adrersity. His account

has been translated from the German
by a Leo Baeck College student rabbi,
Jonah Sievers, himself from Germany.
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MY GRANDFATHER WAS
a rabbi in the Tsarist army.
He served for 25 years and

was  rewarded  for  his  service  with  a
parcel  of land in the northern part of
the  Crimea,  which  was  at  that  time
largely     uninhabited.     Gradually,
villages emerged, where the Jews were
mainly  employed  in  agriculture.  My
own father worked as a blacksmith.

Two   Jewish   organisations   were
founded at the time:  Oscf,  a  `1and for
working  Jews'   society,   and  Ko77?sef,
the state committee with similar areas
of  concern.  The  American  company
Agrojoint   sent   them   agricultural
implements. For the first time, Fordson
tractors,  operated  by  Jews,  appeared
on the fields of the Crimea. My older
brother leaned to be a tractor driver.

My   mother's   family   came   for
Sebastopol.  At  home,  we  spoke  both
Russian   and   Yiddish.   In    1935   I

graduated   from   the    agricultural
institute  in  Krasnodar.  As  a  Jewish
farmer,  I  was  very  interested  in  the
recently-formed  autonomous  Jewish
region  in  the  far  east  of  the  Soviet
Union -Biro Bijan -a region set up in
part because there was no further land
available in the  Crimea,  even  though
the Jews had proved themselves to be
excellent farmers.

At that time, this far eastern region
was    not   inhabited,    and    it    held
innumerable  riches:   gold,   marble,
granite,  iron,  copper  and much  more.
Besides mineral resources, there was a
rich   and   varied   animal   and   plant
kingdom.   During  the  Glacial   Age,
when  south-advancing  glaciers  froze
the  previously  blooming  region  of
Siberia,  the  far  east  was  spared  the
same fate, though it was toughened up
by    the    millennia    of    cold    and
transformed into a huge territory  with
its  own  unique  plants  and  animals.  It
has   hundreds   of  hectares   of  wild
raspberries, strawberries, grapes, pears
and apples. In addition, there are fruits
which are rarely found anywhere else
in the world.

The  Taiga  is  smothered  in  flowers
unknown in the rest of the world. And
the flower which  is  often regarded  as
the  finest  and  most  beautiful  -  the
orchid - blossoms there in profusion.

The  Taiga  is  also  full  of  animals:
tigers, bears, lynx and squirrels by the
dozen. The river Amur on which Biro
Bijan  is  situated,  is  full  of  different
kinds of fish. The climate is one of hot
summers   and  cold  winters.   I  must
explain this digression by saying that I
remain at heart Biro Bijian.

Those   who   say   that   this   is   an
inhospitable  and  remote  country  are
mistaken.  Jews  from  all  over  Russia
came here. Many Jews came also from
foreign  countries,  but  they  had  to
accept  Soviet  citizenship.   A  lot  of
Jewish companies built workshops for
different crafts. In the years to follow,
Biro    Bijan    became    one    of   the
wealthiest places in the far east.

I was appointed manager of a forest
tree nursery. My wife, who graduated
with    me    from    the    Institute    of
Agriculture,  became  manager  of  the
office for urban landscaping. We were
happy in Biro Bijan. Our son was born
there.

In  1936 I was drafted into the army.
Then came the terrible year -  1937 -
and  with  it  arrests  and  executions.
Foreign   Jews   in   particular   were
affected  by   the   spiral   of  killings.
`Espionage' -that very word brought

death  with  it.  People  were  afraid  to
greet  or  to  have  a  conversation  with
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their neighbour.
There had been no Jewish religious

activity in the autonomous area, but a
national  culture  had  evolved  with
schools,   theatres,   clubs,   cinemas,
libraries    and   historical    lectures.
Yiddish was taught in the schools. All
this  was  suddenly  destroyed  on  the
pretext     of     `anti-Soviet     World
Zionism'.   Hundreds   of  Jews  were
arrested  and held in  freight  cars  four
kilometres outside the city - there was
no    real    prison    in    Biro    Bijan.
Sometimes,  when  we  passed  these
wagons   we   saw   these   emaciated,
unshaven,  freezing  people  being  led
away.

I   made   use   of  my   right   as   a
demobilised soldier of the Red Army
to buy a train ticket - something it was
not  easy  to  do  without  permission  in
those days. I and my family returned to
Yalta  where  we  had  relatives.  I  was
appointed  Director  of  the   training
workshop      at     the     College     of
Agricultural  Technology.   In   1939,   I
went to take a post graduate course in
Moscow  at  the  Timirjasew  Academy
for Agriculture.

from the Crimea and I went to the front.
After the Crimea was conquered by the
German army, a ghetto was established
in  Yalta.  Two  thousand  people,  my
parents among them, were shot by the
steep  cliffs  of the Black Sea.  Later,  a
small memorial was erected in memory
of the population of Yalta murdered by
the  fascists.  The  fact  that  Jews  were
killed there was not mentioned.

I  was  wounded  when  the  area  of
Kharkov was encircled, and was taken
to hospital  in  Ku|)jansk.  There,  I  was
taken  prisoner  by  the  Germans  and
transferred to prison in Kharkov. Later,
I    was    transferred    to    camps    in
Tushugjev,  Wladimir-Wolynski  and
Czestochova  in  Poland.  On  arrival  at
each camp, we were asked if there were
any Jews among us. Those who owned
up  were  led  immediately  into  a  little
wood and were shot. Luckily I looked
outwardly  like  a  Russian.  But  at  my
birth, in 1913, I had been circumcised.
It  was  therefore  especially  terrifying
during  washing,  medical  inspections,
and  at  liight  whilst  we  slept.  When
fresh  prisoners  were  brought  to  the
camp,  everybody  ran  to  greet  their

Boris  and Lydia Belikov in front of the charred
Moscow White House.

I  graduated  on  the  same  day  that
war broke out between Nazi Germany
and  the  Soviet  Union  in  June  1941.
"Mark    them     `excellent    in    all

subjects",  our principal had ordered.
All male graduates volunteered for the
front, the women to dig trenches.

My  wife  and  son  were  evacuated
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compatriots.    But   I   hid,   because
anybody who denounced a Jew got an
extra  slice  of  bread  with  butter  and
cheese from the Germans.

I was then taken to the concentration
camp in Kielce, Poland. The prisoners
had  to  gouge  tunnels   through  the
mountains.  Together  with  seventeen

other men, I organised my escape. We
were  helped  by  the  Polish  gardener
Karol  Sas.  He  was  a  member  of  a
Polish  underground  organisation  and
supplied  us  with  weapons,  maps  and
food. We organised a partisan group in
the woods of Poland. A further seven
Pows   joined   us.   I   was   elected
commander.   When  the  Red  Army
advanced as far as the eastern bank of
the river Vistula, our group was able to
break  through  the  German  lines  and
meet  the  reconnaissance  unit  of  the
162nd  Division,  which  crossed  over
the western bank.  Our group reported
on the movements of the Geman army
to the reconnaissance party and so was
instrumental in helping to capture the
Sandomierz  area on the west bank of
the Vistula.

All partisans were photographed by
a special emissary of the KGB.

During the battle of the River Oder I
was  wounded  for  a  second  time.  As
part of the 162nd Division -our group
was made into a reconnaissance unit -
we captured, at the end of the war, the
East  German  towns   of  Stralsund,
Rostock  and  Bad  Doberan.  This  was
the end of the war, but not the end of
our agony.

The   situation   in   Germany   was
chaotic.  There  was  no  food.  Children
would crowd around the army kitchen
to beg for something to eat. Agriculture
had    been    completely    disrupted.
Nothing had been sown although it was
already  May.  The  Soviet government
ordered  that  every  expert  with  an
agricultural  education  should  not  be
demobilised  but  stay  in  Germany  to
assist  in  the  re-establishment  of  its
farming.    Though    the    army    was
demobilised,   I  therefore  stayed  for
another year to work as a manager of
several farms. I was responsible for the
sowing  of  bread  and  forage  cereals,
and for work on the farms. As the head
of  five  villages   situated  in  Vorder
Bolhagen, it was also my responsibility
to  organise the feeding  of the people,
especially  children  and  the  homeless
Germans who had come from Western
Poland.   After   a   year,   I   too   was
demobilised.

Returning home  after five years  of
separation and uncertainty, I found my
wife  and  son  beyond  the  Caucasus.  I
returned  to  work  once  again  as  the
Director  of the  training  workshop  at
the       College       of      Agricultural
Technology in Yalta.

After  a  year  I  was  arrested  by  the
KGB.

During  the  first  interrogation,  it
emerged that my  arrest was based on

Continued on next page
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Perhaps the Germans are occasionally a
little too bureaucratic, less sociable, colder

in comparison to the Russians ' warmth.
When I arm in R:Lissia and I do not have any
sugar f;or coffee, I go to my neighbour to
borrow some - the German would rather

drink his coffee without sugar I

photographs.       I       looked       like
Werchowski, the leader of the Russian
SS. Pows from the camp in Kielce -
the Soviet army had captured the camp
with  its  remaining  prisoners  -  were
interrogated   and   some   identified
Werchowski   and  me  as  the   same
person on the basis of the silnilarity of
the photographs.

I was interrogated for seven months.
Still the military tribunal was unable to
prove  my  guilt,  despite the efforts  of
the  examining  magistrate,  who  used
interrogation and confrontation. It was
finally decreed by a special committee
in Moscow that I  should be sent to  a
camp without trial. This was followed
by a ploy of the KGB : a decoy was put
in   my   single   cell.   He   began   a
conversation  cursin8  Stalin  and  so
forth.   After   a   few   days   he   was
surrmoned to sign a statement prepared
by the examining magistrate. A second
decoy  for confirmation  purposes  was
then sent. As a result, I was declared an
enemy  of  the  state.  The  examining
magistrate then  ordered me to  appear
before  him,  though  it  was  irrelevant

ten years at the special polar camp of
Norilsk. Signed by the Secretary of the
Presidency  of the  Supreme  Soviet  of
the USSR. Gorkin."

The special camp was different from
the regular reform and labour camps.
Only     special     criminals      "very
dangerous" to the state were held here.
The guards at the camp therefore were
recruited  only  from  the  KGB.  All
prisoners had to wear a number on their
clothing - on the front,  the back and
the  cap.  There  were  no  names,  only
these  numbers.  However,  unlike  the
prisoners   of  the  other  camps,   the
inmates  of the  special  camps  did  not
have   to   work.   We   were   seen   as
incorrigible.

At  home  my  wife  and  son  were
persecuted as the family of an enemy
of the  state.  They were excluded and
ignored by society.

I spent seven and a half years in the
special camp,  and it was only Stalin's
death which released me. Afterwards,
I was rehabilitated, and all my military
decorations were returned. In addition,
I  was  given  free  health  treatment for

Boris Belikov and Rabbi William Wolff -Rostoch.

whether   or   not   I   confirmed   the
`testimony'    of   the    decoys.    The

response of the special committee was:
"Because  of  anti-Soviet  activities,

Belikov, Boris Ilyitsh is to be held for
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the scurvy I had developed in the camp.
I was even given compensation for the
seven  and  a  half  years  spent  in  the
special  camp:   in  May   1995   a  loan
equivalent to two months' salary based

on  my  previous  employment.  Some
compensation.

Later I  moved  to  Moscow  where  I
lived for ten years. In May 1995, I took
part  in the  Red  Square parade  on  the
occasion of the 50th anniversary of the
day of victory over Hitler's army. My
son, a doctor of chemistry and already
retired, still lives together with his wife,
a physician, in Moscow. Both of their
sons, my grandchildren, live in Israel. I
have been there on visits as well as the
USA and other countries. From time to
time I also visited my friend Karol Sas
in  Poland,  and  after  his  death,  his
daughter.  She  now  receives  a pension
because of his achievements.

After  the  collapse  of  the  Soviet
regime I decided to leave, together with
my  second  wife,  who  is  not  Jewish,
and move to Germany.  My  sister had
lived there for some time and I can just
about get by. I can communicate, and I
have  friends  in  Germany  whom  I
visited   several   times   before   my
emigration  -  the  last  occasion  being
during the 40th Anniversary of the then
German Democratic Republic. I chose
Rostock  because  I  knew  it  already.
German cities are familiar to me. The
culture,    the   meticulousness,    the
Germans'  love  of work, their love  of
the family - all this is congenial to me.
Perhaps the Germans are occasionally
a little too bureaucratic,  less sociable,
colder in comparison to the Russians'
warmth. Wrhen I am in Russia and I do
not have any sugar for coffee, I go to
my  neighbour  to  borrow  some  -  the
German would rather drink his coffee
without sugar!

I  feel  comfortable  in  the  Jewish
community in Rostock. There are a lot
of  events:   educational,  cultural  and
religious. I donated the majority of the
books  I  brought  fi-om  Moscow  to  the
community  library.   There   are  also
classes  taught  by  the  religion  school
teacher Mr Stainman that I attend.  He
explains   the   ceremonies   and   their
history. He does it with a lot of Jewish
humour - I like that.

For   some   time,    I   have   led   a
Friendship  Club.  We  are  about  30
people who meet regularly for lectures,
discussions  and trips  - for instance to
Potsdam-Cecilienhof  where  Germany
signed  the  document  of  capitulation,
and to the memorial for Russian soldiers
in  Berlin-Treptow.   On  Intemational
Women's   Day   we  hosted   a   small
celebration   with   presents   for   the
women.  We  tell  each  other  about  our
lives.   When  this   involves   painful
memories  there  are  also  tears.  I  was
recently in such a situation, when I was
very moved and cried .
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WHEN TWO OTHER
AMERICANS CAME TO

UPPER BERKELEY STREET
Alan

King-Hamilton

:,---:
FATHER  JOINED  THE
est  London  Synagogue  in
98 or 1899. Since I did not

enter the world until  1904, I was born
into   a  Reform   Congregation  and
consequently,     have     very    little
knowledge  of  Orthodox  services  or
practices,  apart  from  the  occasional
marriage or memorial service.

My     earliest     recollection     of
`Berkeley  Street'  is  a  mental picture

of when, about four years old, I was in
the  gallery  facing  towards  the  Ark
which  was   open  and  it's  contents
fascinated my wide open eyes. I have
no  idea  what  was  the  occasion,  but
there was a full house. Almost every
man wore a top hat and on the Bz."czfe
were two or three men, one of whom
was differently attired and wore what
seemed to me to be a funny hat. And I
recall what I now realise was a scroll
being  opened  and  closed,  though  at
the time couldn't have so described it.
The odd thing about this recollection
is that the Bz.mczfe was in the centre of
the Sanctuary and not where it is now,
immediately in front of the Ark.

Rabbi  Curtis   Cassell,   who   sadly
died  a  few  months  ago,  some  years
back researched the Council Minutes
and  he  told  me  that my  recollection
was mistaken because the change was
made  before  1908  when  I  was  four
years old.  So, how to recount for my
recollection...hindsight?

I  went  to  Sunday  School  when  I
was about six years old. There was no
33 Seymour Place,lessons were given
in  the  synagogue  itself.   The  most
junior  class  was  in  the  two  rows  of
seats     immediately     behind     the
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Wardens'  box  in  which,  facing  the
pupils, stood the teacher, a formidable
lady  named  Miss  Berger.  The  rows
behind the "box" extend beyond it by
one   seat,   so  that  the   end  seat  has
nothing in front of it and therefore no
standard  book  rest.  Instead,  there  is
an  adjustable  one  on  a  bracket  and
hinge.  I used to sit in that seat and in
moments of boredom I played with it,
as over the years  I have occasionally
been tempted to  do because  it is  still
my   seat.   The  next   class   was   two
blocks   away   and  moving   up   the
scholastic   scale,   there   were   two
classes opposite on the other side. The
Confirmation class was upstairs in the
lobby outside the doors to the gallery,
although  it  was   sometimes   in   the
Council  Room,   immediately  above
the   main   entrance   doors   to   the
building.   This  room  was  somewhat
multipurpose,   also   serving   as   the
office  of  the  Senior  and  Assistant
Ministers respectively, the Rev Morris
Joseph  and the  Rev  Isidore  Harris -
no  Rabbis  in  those  days  -  and  the
Secretary  of the  Synagogue,  Captain
Marks.

There was no Bczr or Bcrfmz./zi/ore  at
13, only confimation at about 15. The
Confirmands - anything from four or
five  in number to maybe ten - stood
in  front  of  the  Bz.;72czfe,   the  Minister
standing on the same level in front of
and facing them.  It was  a very  short
service, usually on a Sunday, in which
they  simultaneously  recited  a prayer
which  had  to  be  learned  by  heart.  I
recall   that   in  the   course   of  our
preparation   for  the   event,   Morris
Joseph  recommended  us  to  buy  his

bock, "Judaism as Creed and Life" .1
still have my copy. I thought it was a
rather  expensive  investment  as  we
were told to concentrate on only one
passage,  but  it  was  z)  good  way  to
boost   sales.   It  must  have   been   a
successful  publication  because  my
copy is of the third edition. Its date of
publication  is  February  1919,  which
supports     my     recollection     that
confirmation  took  place  at  fifteen
years  of  age.  I  do  not  recall  when
there  came  the  change  to  Bczr  and
Bczj"z./zi/¢fe,   but  I  suspect  it  was  in
Rabbi Reinhart's time.

In the  early days  of the  1914-1918
War   I   used   to   go   regularly   to
synagogue with my father. There were
three ministers. In addition to the two
whom I have already mentioned there
was  a  much  younger  man  named
Vyvyan  Simmons.  He  was  an  Amy
Chaplain  and  I  recall  him preaching
in  uniform  from  the  high  pulpit.  In
those days, the high pulpit was always
used  to  deliver  sermons,  no  matter
how   sparsely  the   synagogue  was
filled, nor how few ladies were in the
gallery.   It  must   have   been   very
disheartening  preaching  to  so  few
people  in  scattered groups  of two  or
three. I do not remember when ladies
were  allowed  to  join  the  gentlemen
downstairs and sit with them, not in a
separated part, but I think it was after
the   Second  World  War.  Nowadays
gentlemen   and   ladies   always   sit
together, and also upstairs on the High
Holydays  and  other  very  crowded
occasions.  Sitting  with  one's  family
makes     the     services     far    more
enjoyable.

Another  introduction,  I  think  also
after  the  Second  World  War,  was
Kiddush   following   the   Shabbat
service.   After  Morris   Joseph   and
lsidore  Harris  had  retired,  Vyvyan
Simmons   was   on   his   own.   The
Council must have thought that he was
too young and inexperienced - all the
more  so  having  been  absent  on  War
Service -to be in sole charge of what
was     then     the     largest     Reform
Congregation   in  the   country   and
someone  with  greater  weight  was
sought.   The  post  went  to   a  very
distinguished  American  Rabbi,   Dr
Joel  Blau.  He was both intellectually
and physically of considerable stature.
I  recall  a  remarkable  incident  in  the
course of his induction sermon. There
came   a  passage   when  he   likened
whatever it was he was then speaking
of to "a sudden shaft of sunlight" and
at that precise moment there suddenly
came  a  ray  of sunshine  through  the

Continued on next page
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windows  over  his  left  shoulder  and
across  the  pulpit.  My  father  and  I
wondered  if he  had  intended  to  use
that  phrase   anyway   or  if  it  was
brilliant opportunism.

It  was  at  about  that  time  that  my
father  was  elected  to  the  Council.
After  two  or  three  years  he  did  not
agree  with  proposed  changes  to  the
prayer book, nor with the impending
formation  of  the  World  Union  for
Progressive  Judaism  and he  was  not
successful  at  the  following  election,
though he was again at the subsequent
one  and  for  several  years  thereafter.
Incidentally,  Philip  Waley,  the  then
President  and  Chairman,  presented
my  father  with  a  beautifully  bound
volume of the new prayer book which
he was happy to accept.

Recently  Rabbi  Bayfield  tried  to
foist onto me with, I suspect, a twinkle
in  his  eye,  or  tongue  in  cheek,  or
perhaps both, the authorship of a letter
which    appeared    in    the    ./ewz.sfe
Cfero7".c/c  in  April  1930,  because  is
was  signed  `A.  King-Hamilton'.  He
didn't know that my father and I had
the  same  initials.   It  was  long  and
strongly    worded    -    my    father
fulminated  against  these   changes.
Having grown up in the last quarter of
the Victorian era, he disliked change.
Joining a Reform congregation was as
far  as  he  was  prepared  to   go.   A
staunch  Conservative  politically  he
was opposed to anything liberal with
a capital "L". Moreover, he was not a
"yes"  man.  If he  did not  agree  with

what was proposed he was not afraid
to  say  so.  We  were  very  close  and  I
am certain that with the passing years,
he  would  have  been  happy  with  the
way   things   have   developed   and
become  a  strong   supporter  of  the
World Union.

At  the  beginning  of  the   1930's
members  of  "Berkeley  Street"  who
lived  in  the  Hendon  and  Golders
Green  areas  clamoured  for  a  local
Synagogue    to    save   them    from
travelling  to  the  West  End.  In  May
1933, a committee was set up to try to
establish such a congregation and my
father   was   asked   to   become   its
Chairman.  In  due  course,  land  was
purchased in Alyth Gardens, Temple
Fortune  and  building  began,  Philip
Waley  laying  the  foundation  stone.
My     father     became     the     new
congregation's  first President,  as the
board in the  entrance hall avers.  But
he retained his  membership  of WLS
and seat on its Council.

Sadly, Dr Blau died some fifteen or
so months  after being  appointed and
Vyvyan  Simmons  was  again  left  on
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his own. He was greatly disappointed
not to be promoted,  but the vacancy
was filled by another American, Rabbi
Harold Reinhart -plus ga change. . .He
was   welcomed   and   inducted   by
Simmons with very great dignity at a
moving ceremony. I well recall them
walking  side by side down the  aisle.
Reinhart,  very tall,  took long  strides
compared to  Simmons and they were
out  of  step  all  the  way,  symbolical
perhaps  of what  was  to  come.  After
about two years, Simmons left to take
up  an  appointment  with  a  Liberal
congregation. It had not been a happy
team.  It  has  to  be  said,  despite  "de
mortuis"  and  all  that,  that  Harold
Reinhart was a difficult man, as many
a Senior Warden found.

After  about  three  decades  it  was

when it recommended Hugo Gryn as
an Associate Rabbi under Wemer Van
der  Zyl.  At  the  reception  after  his
induction,  Hugo,  to  my  surprise,
greeted me like a long lost uncle. The
explanation was that when he was at
King's    College,    Cambridge    he
became very friendly with my nephew
who  was  at  Trinity  Hall  and,  from
time  to  time  in the  vacations  stayed
with  my  nephew  and  his  parents  in
Surrey.    During    some    of   those
vacations, when my wife and I visited
my  sister  and  brother-in-law,  Hugo
was there. I had completely forgotten
both   him   and   his   name,   which
probably had not registered anyway,
when he was considered by the RAC
- but he was not offended.

One day in 1965 "Siggy" Diamond,

I well recall them walking side by side
down the aisle. Reinhart, very tall,

took long strides compared to
Simmons and they were out Of step

all the way, symbolical perhaps
Of what was to come.

decided that he should retire.  He did
not agree. That led to the first of two
Special   General  Meetings   of  the
members  at  Friends'  House,  Euston
Road,  to  vote  on  the  issue.  In  the
entrance,   Reinhart   and  his   wife
canvassed members as they came in,
which  was  both  undignified   and
embarrassing.  In the  result,  the  vote
went  in  his  favour  by  a  very  small
majority.   There  were   many  who
thought it was small enough to justify
his   departure,  but  he   stayed  for
another year at the end of which there
was    a    second    Special    General
Meeting. This time there were several
speakers   against  him,   including,
memorably,  a powerful  one by Lord
Cohen.  The  result  on  this  occasion
was a large majority against Reinhart
and he left, taking with him some forty
members to found a new congregation
in Knightsbridge - the Westminster.

That left us for about a year with no
rabbi   or  minister  until   Rabbi   Dr
Wemer Van der Zyl was appointed.

I  was  elected  to  the  Council  after
the last war and, in due course, was a
member       of      the       Rabbinical
Appointments   Committee   (RAC!)

the  then  President  and  Chairman
telephoned me at the Old Bailey and
asked me if I would call to see him on
my way home because  there  was  an
important synagogue matter which he
wanted to discuss with me. My fertile
imagination  immediately  went  into
action.   Had  Alan   Silverman,   our
incomparable  Secretary, run off with
the  funds?  Had  Wemer  eloped  with
the  lady  soprano  in  the  Choir?  As
"Siggy" was pouring out a glass of his

excellent  sherry,  he  told  me  that  he
was  determined  to  retire  after  many
years of service in his two offices and
that this time he would not change his
mind as he had on previous occasions.
Then  I  realised  he  wanted  to  know
whom  I  would  suggest  to  succeed
him.  Rapidly,  I  ran  through  in  my
mind the  names  of those  who  might
follow  him,  but  by  the  time  I  had
thought   of  no   more   than   three
members  of the  Council,  he told me
that the Executive Committee wanted
me. He could have felled me with the
proverbial  feather.  Over  the  years  I
had   envisaged  myself  in  various
capacities, but never as President of a
synagogue.     I     was     completely
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flabbergasted. When I had recovered,
and expressed my appreciation of the
honour,  I  said I would have to think
about it and discuss it with my wife,
because   she   would   obviously   be
involved, as had been Sybil Diamond.
Moreover, I was not sure that I could
undertake  the  responsibility  and  the
duties in addition to my exacting work
at   the    Central    Criminal    Court.
Eventually,  I  agreed  and  was  duly
elected.

It fell  to  me to preside  over many
long and complicated fraud and other
conspiracy  trials,   several  of  which
lasted for many months, necessitating
homework     each     evening     and
weekend. Because of this, it occurred
to me that it would be much easier if
the   two   posts,   President   of  the
Congregation  and  Chairman  of  the
Council, were separated and filled by
two   persons   instead   of  one.   My
suggestion was not then agreed to by
the Council.  Consequently in  1972,  I
had to resign from the two offices as I
was finding it too much of a burden.

I was succeeded by Owen Mocatta
but very sadly, he died after only 3 or
4 years and I was asked to come back.
For the first and only time in my life, I
indulged in a little blackmail: I agreed
to  return  on  condition  that  the  two
posts were separated, so tbat I became
President      and      someone      else
Chairman.  This  was  accepted by the
Council.   Accordingly,   I   finished
Owen's  remaining  three  months  in
both  capacities  and  thereafter  was
elected President and Maxwell Simon
became  Chairman, thus relieving me
of that heavy burden.

In 1968 I had an encounter with the
Board of Deputies.  It proved to be  a
most unpleasant, at times even hostile
and  quite  unnecessarily  prolonged
confrontation.

I had been appoihted Chairman of
the  RSGB  and  ULPS  Joint  Standing
Committee      on     Anglo      Jewish
Relationships and,  in that capacity,  I
led  a  delegation  of three  or  four  -
Rabbi   Sydney   Brichto,   Malcolm
Slowe, Harold Langdon and myself -
to meet the Honorary Officers of the
Board to  consider our request for an
amendment to  Clauses  43  and  50  of
its Constitution.

There  was  an  incompletion  in  the
wording of Clause 43.  As it stood,  it
protected     the     rights     of     any
congregation not under ecclesiastical
authority  of the  United  Synagogue.
But it did not go far enough. It did not
require  the  Board  to  recognise  or
consult the ecclesiastical authority of
any  such  congregation.   We  sought
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recognition  of and  consultation  with
our  ecclesiastical  authorities  on  any
matter concerning Reform or Liberal
Jewry.  On the face of it, that was not
an  unreasonable  request.   Clause  50
required   an  amendment  to   similar
effect.

There were innumerable meetings,
frequently  separated  by  long  delays.
There   was    interminable    corres-
pondence,    some    of   our    letters
receiving  no  reply.  When,  in  a  spirit
of    compromise,     we     suggested
different wordings to try to meet their
objections, they were always rejected.
I    do    not    recall    any    counter-
suggestions  coming  from  the  other
side. It became obvious that they were
merely playing for time - it was rigid
stubbornness at its most extreme. The
atmosphere  was  best  reflected  in  an
editorial   in   the   /ewz.sfe   Cfero#z.c/e
which    contained    the    following
passage:  "The  blame  for  a  situation
which should never have arisen must
be  divided  between  the  Chief Rabbi
for    his    ambition    and    lack    of
consistency    and   the    right-wing
Orthodox  for their intransigence  and
intolerance  of  fellow  Jews  and  the
officers of both the United Synagogue
andtheBoardfortheirpusillanimity".
Doubtless this editorial helped, as also
I like to think, did a quite remarkable,
in  fact  unique,  meeting  held  in  the
conference room of Malcolm Slowe's
office   over  which   I  presided.   In
attendance were representatives of the
United  Synagogue,  the  Spanish  and
Portuguese,  the  Federation,  Rabbi
Louis  Jacobs  -  the  Masorti  had  not
then been established as  such - and,
of  course,   RSGB   and  ULPS   and
others.   I   cannot   think   how   we
persuaded   such   a   widely   diverse
group  to  meet together.  The band  of
God? But it worked.  I do not recall a
vote  being  taken  but  there  was  a
general  consensus  in  favour of what
we  were  trying  to  achieve.   In  the
result, we secured the amendments we
had been seeking at a General Meeting
in  September  1971,  when  235  votes
were in favour and only 7 against.

In  earlier  years  there  had  been
recognition  and  co-operation.  When
the new building at 33 Seymour Place
was opened, Dr Hertz, the then Chief
Rabbi of the United Synagogue,  was
present and on 27th January 1892, the
Jubilee  Service  to  celebrate  th-e  50th
Anniversary  of the  founding  of the
Congregation  took  place  and  Lord
Rothschild,  President  of the  United
Synagogue,   sat  next  to   Sir  Julian
Goldsmid,      MP,      President      of
"Berkeley  Street".  Also  present  on

that  occasion  were  the  Spanish  and
Portuguese. I am indebted to "Siggy"
D~1arrLorid's    `_`The    Building    6j-a
S)/7zczgogc/e "  for  the  record  of  these
last two events.

Thankfully today there seems to be
a    much   more    reasonable,    even
harmonious atmosphere beginning to
emerge once again  I

HIS  HONOUR  ALAN  KING-HAMILTON
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C_ambridge and served as a squadron leader in
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PICTURE A DESERT SCENE:
a  massive  mountain  of rock
towers    over   a   bewildered

rabble of ex-slaves, necks straining, as
they gaze upwards. Just a short while
ago,  the  mountain  had  quaked  with
thunder and they had been dazzled by
lightning  and  flashes  of fire.  Now,
everything  is  silent  and  still  -  but
although the drama has ceased and the
mountain's peak is shrouded in cloud,
they cannot turn their heads away.

Finally, exhaustion overtakes them.
One by one they fall where they stand,
until the entire  camp is  asleep in the
rubble and the dust.

For  six  days  the  whole  world is  a
stony  wilderness  dwarfed  by  that
mountain and the dense, fiery, smoking
cloud. The people stumble around in a
daze    like   the    survivors    of   an
earthquakeunabletorecognisethenew
terrain  they  now  inhabit.  All  that
remains of the shattered life they once
knew are the three peddle responsible
for taking them away from it all: that
Egyptian   prince   turned   Hebrew
liberator-god,   Moses;   Aaron,  his
smooth-talking  brother;  Miriam,  the
elder sister, who danced a pathway into
freedom through the midst of the sea.

And then  on the  seventh  day,  the
exultant joy  of deliverance  a distant
memory overwhelmed by the eruption
of God,  Moses leaves them,  goes up
the mountain and disappears into the
cloud. Day after day, they wait for his
return.  As  they  wait,  they  begin  to

emerge from their shock and survey
the  landscape  beyond the  mountain.
Where  are  they?  Where  are  they
going?  Moses  started it all but he  is
nowhere  to  be  seen.  The  mountain
shuddered,  but now  it  is  still.  What
next?

The people wait. But then, overcome
with  anxiety,  the  men  of the  camp
approach Aaron in a huge huddle  of
fear: `Get up, make us a god who will
go before us; for this Moses -the man
that got us  out  of Egypt - we  don't
know what's become of him'. Sensing
the  danger  of the  moment,  Aaron
responds  quickly:   `Break  off  the
golden rings which are in the ears of
your wives, of your sons, and of your
daughters, and bring them to me' . And
so all the people break off the golden
rings that are  in their ears  and bring
them  to  Aaron  who  takes  them  and
fashions the gold with a graving tool
into  a molten  calf.  When the people
see the molten  calf,  their panic  ebbs
awayinawaveofreliefandtheysayin
one  voice:  `This  is  your  god,  Israel,
which brought you up out of the land
OfEgypt'.

A familiar tale. A shadow story that
fills the void after the dramatic moment
of Revelation.  What does it teach us
about human behaviour?  That, in the
face    of   the   unknown   and   the
unexpected, people  are  fearful,  weak
and gullible? That those who have no
experience of taking responsibility for
their  own  lives  crave  authority  and

security?Thatpeoplerearedinaworld
of tangible,  material  gods,  can  only
believe in what they can see, hear and
touch? That a large collection of people
is a monolithic, undifferentiated mass?

Instead  of  responding  to  these
questions  directly,  let  us  consider
another version of this Torah tale. So,
picture  again  the  desert  scene:  The
same  overwhelming  after-shock  of
Revelation.  But  then  on  the  seventh
day, something starts to change. As if
emerging from a haze, people begin to
seetheirnewworldinadifferentlight.
Fear and dread gives way to awe and
wonder as they look at the mountain.
Then,  slowly, they gather together in
small  groups  to  speak  about  their
experience of that momentous day. As
they tan together, excitedly at first, a
calm  gradually  descends  upon  the
camp.  And then,  in the midst of this
special new day, Moses announces that
God  has   called  him  and  that  he
must ascend the mountain once more.
The  people   watch   attentively   as
Moses climbs, until he disappears into
the cloud.

The next day, with Moses gone, the
people  turn their  attention  from  the
mountaintotheirmakeshiftcamp.`We
don't know how long Moses will be
gone', someone says, `so it would be a
good  idea  to  make  this  place  more
habitable ' . Over the next few days, the
area  at  the  foot  of the  mountain  is
transformed  from  a  gritty  heap  of
rubble  to   a  proper  encampment,
complete with clearing and tents made
from  the  coarser  materials  they  had
brought with them  from Egypt.  And
the  homemaking  doesn't  end  there:
`Why  don't  we  decorate  it  with  the
treasures     we     took     from     the
Egyptians?",  a youngster suggests.  A
short while later, people emerge from
their tents  with  their  gifts:  gold  and
silver and brass; and cloths of blue and
purple and  scarlet and fine  linen  and
goats'  hair;  and rams'  skins  dyed red
and sealskins and acacia-wood; oil and
spices and onyx stones and stones for
setting.  Some  carry  their  offerings
grandly  on  their  heads,  others  wear
them  -  dancing  to   display  their
splendour.  Soon  the  whole  camp  is
ablazewithcolourandlight.Theygaze
at one another in astonishment. For the
first time in their lives, in the midst of
the new habitation they have  created
together with  their  own hands,  each
person  feels  special  and  shines  with
pride.

A naive fantasy? Well, actually, like
the   `molten  calf'   scenario,  it  also
follows  on  from  the  scene  in  the



irmediate aftemath of Revelation - in
factthepictureofthelsraelitesbringing
their  splendid  offerings  is  where  the
Torah  takes  us  7?ex£.   The  Torah's
account  of the  scene  after Revelation
forms the conclusion of Exodus Chapter
2A at rfue end Of Parashat Mishpedm
and the narrative of the  `molten calf'
doesn't appear until Exodus Chapter 32
of Pcz7'czs%¢f Kz.  rz.SScz.  The  intervening
chapters  and pcrrsfez.}7of  focus  on  the
instructions , for  the  construction  of
the tabemacle.  So  we read at Exodus
24 (:16-18):

AndthegloryofAdonaidwelt
uponMountSinai,andthecloud
covered  it  six  days;  and  the
seventh day  God  called Moses
out of the midst of the cloud. /
And the appearance of the glory
of Adonai  was  like  devouring
fireonthetopofthemountainin
the eyes of the Israelites. / And
Moses entered into the midst of
the cloud, and went up into the
mountain; and Moses was in the
mountain  forty  days  and  forty
nights.

And  the   Torah   continues   with
Pcrrczs%czf re7"77ccrfe  (Exodus 25 : 1 -19) :

And  Adonai  spoke  to  Moses,
saying: / Speak to the Israelites,
thattheytakeforMeanoffering;
from  everyone  whose  heart
makes  them  willing  you  shall
take my offering. / And this is
the offering that you shall take
from that which is theirs:  gold,
and silver, and brass; / and blue,
and purple, and scarlet, and fine
linen,  and  goats'  hair,  /  and
rams'   skins   dyed  red,   and
sealskins and acacia-wood; / oil
for  the  light,  spices  for  the
anointing oil, and for the sweet
incense;  /  onyx  stones,  and
stones to be set, for the cape an
for  the  breastplate.  /  Then  let
them make Me a sanctuary, that
I    may  dwell  among  them.  /
Accordingtoallthat1showyou,
the pattern of the tabemacle and
the pattern of all its furnishings,
just so shall you make it.

So  what  did  the  people  do  during
Moses'   absence?  I'm  not  asking  a
question about the  `facts'  of the story.
We don't know what happened in the
wildemess - not  any  of it.  What we
have  is  a  document  which  reflects
variedtraditionstransmitted,firstorally
and later as  whtten texts,  and finally
edited into the form of the `Five Books' .
Torali means  `teaching'.  The Torah is
teaching  us   something   with   this
interrupted    narrative.    A    `plain'

chronologicalrcadingofthetextwould
suggest   that   the   theme    of   the
construction of the tabernacle does not
form part of the narrative. And so the
narrative resunies once more, after this
`interruption', with the episode of the

moltencalf.Interestingly,fromthetime
of  the  first  7%z.drcIsfrz.77!  through  the
medieval     period,     the     rabbinic
commentators   did   not   go   for   a
chronological  approach to these texts,
and the  prevailing view was  that the
instruction to build the tabemacle came
after the sin of the molten calf and not
before.  Indeed,  the  sages  saw  the
tabemacle  as  God's  response  to  the
people's  frailty,  to  their  need  for  a
tangible sign of the Divine Presence in
their  midst.  But,  whether  or  not  the
instructions  preceded  or  followed  the
molten   calf,   the    early   rabbinic
commentators  were  in  no  doubt  that
what the Israelites did while Moses was
away from them was resort to idolatry.

Perhaps they did. But the insertion of
the tabemacle theme  also  raises  other
possibilities.  Perhaps  ex-slaves  would
have slavishly recreated the idolatrous
practices that they knew, but these ex-
slaves  had  experienced  Revelation.
Perhaps the eruption of God at Mount
Sinai  was  more  than  a  thunderous
spectacle - perhaps it generated a real
transformation.  The  Torch offers  two
altemative  profiles  of the  Israelites
following   God's   Revelation.   The
Israelites who collude in the creation of
the   molten   calf   remain   leader-
dependent: they act as a mass, without
any sign of individual volition - and so
they offer only gold which is melded
into one huge object; they are only able
to believe in a god that they can see and
feel; they have no faith in the covenant
into which they have just entered. By
contrast, the Israelites who cooperate in
the building of the tabemacle are a new
breed:  self-motivated; they value their
gifts  and  offer  them  willingly;  they
share a vision of a community in which
the God who had roared on the top of
the  mountain would  come  down  and
dwell in their midst.

The two altemative profiles are not
given equal weight in the Torah. The
Torah implies that the molten calf tale
describes what was, the subject of the
tabemacle is inserted into the narrative,
interrupting the  continuity,  to  present
an image of what might have been -
and  what  could  be.  So  perhaps  my
musingsaboutthenewly-formedpeople
are a naive fantasy after all. But still, it
isthepossibilitythatitcouldhavebeen
differentthatisallimportant.Unlesswe
are prepared to  consider that it  could

have been different then, how can we
holdoutthehopethatitcanbedifferent
now  or in the future, that  change  is
possible?

The molten calf narrative of fear has
left  a  deep  legacy.  Priests,  Prophets,
Judges,   Sovereigns,   Rabbis:   The
history of  mainsifeam Hebrew/Jewish
leadership  is  a  fascinating  one.  But
what does that history teach about the
led?  Is there anything to  counter the
prevailing biblical i-iew of a dependant
mass? In theory-, the rabbis introduced
democracy  into  Judaism:  universal
education(formales);thehomeandthe
synagogue as centres of Jewish life and
worshipinplaceofthepriestlyarenaof
the Temple. In practice, the authority
of the  rabbis  to  decide  the  law  and
determine    the    practice    of    the
community  bas  been  absolute.  While
Jewish life has net-er been monolithic,
within  anyF  gil-en  community,  the
prerogati`'-e  of  the  rabbi  and  the
established  local   77zz-7zfrczg   (custom)
combine to control ``'hat any individual
member within it may or may not do.

This state Of affairs is most true in the
context of `orthodox' communities. But
it also pertains within the progressive
world. In thcoxp-, Progressive Judaism
is  a  daughter  of Enlightenment  and
Emancipation.ofanagewhichliberated
the individual from absolute communal
power.  In practice, many progressive
communities - i.e. both `Reform'  and
`Liberal' in the British context - have

become   very   set   in   their   ways.
Progressive  congregations  may  not
attempt to control what their members
do in their own homes, but how easy is
it  for  individuals  to  try  to  modify
established   synagogue   practices?
Within most progressive communities
as  with  orthodox  ones,  the  individual
member is expected to conform to `the
way   we   do   it   here'.   Very   few
progressive  synagogues  seem  able  to
create   an   environment   in   which
individuals  may  contribute  their  gifts
and  express their individuality within
the context of community activities and
religious services.

Concern for the  individual  is  not a
modem  invention.  In  the  very  first
chapterofGenesis(1:27),weleamthat
the  human being  is  created  be/ze/e7#
EJo%z.in -`in the image of God' , and the
Torah's  laws   concerning  the  just
treatment  of people,  all  refer  to  the
individual: the neiglibour, the stranger,
the poor,  the  worker,  the widow,  the
orphan, the elderly person, the deaf, the
blind.  But  recognising  the  rights  of
individuals  to  just  treatment  is  one
thing,  incorporating  the  needs  of



individuals  within  the  community  is
very  difficult  -  which  is  why  even
progressive  congregations  don't  seem
to manage it very well. And then right
now in the closing days of the twentieth
century,   a   huge   reaction   against
excessive  `individualism'  seems to be
taking place:  both the  compassionless
Thatcherite `I'm all right Jack' eighties
and  the  more  benign  `liberal'  sixties
and  seventies  have  been  set  aside  in
favour   of   an   emphasis    on   the
individual's responsibility towards the
community.    The    philosophy    of
Comlnunitarianism, which owes much
to  the  German  born  Israeli-American
sociologist Amitai  Etzioni,  has  had  a
huge impact on social thinking during

different forms  of service - and only
come together for fe.c7dc{s'%.7  And  even
within an individual  service,  once we
get away from the notion that  `we've
always done it like this' or `it has to be
like this',  isn't it possible to  create  a
format for services which incorporates
variations   and   makes   space   for
creativity,  meditation  and  individual
preferences?

So   far,    I've   used   the   words
`individual'  and  `community'  quite

uncritically, without defining what they
mean.  But  if we  are  going  to  move
beyond trying to negotiate around what
appears  to  be  a  problematic  tension
between the individual on the one hand
and the community on the other,  it is

The Torah's lows concerring the just treatment
Of people, all rof;er to the individual,:
the neighoour, the stranger, the poor, the worker,
the widow, the orphan, the elderly person,
the deaf the blind.

the  nineties.   Many  institutions  -
including      the      `New      Labour'
Government,  the  Churches,  and  a
nuniber of Jewish organisatious - have
begun   to   stress   the   primacy   of
community  over  the  needs  of the
individual.

Individual  responsibility  without
individual rights is highly dangerous -
as  the  human  rights  organisations
Liberty  and  Amnesty  International,
keep  trying  to  remind  us.   So  the
challenge   is   to   create   forms   of
community which include individuals
and the differences individuals bring.
But how?  That's the big question. By
getting away from the idea, in the first
instance, that community is only about
what  we  share  in  common,  that  it
necessarily      involves      everyone
conforming to a mono-culture. Once a
community agrees on it's core values -
mutual  respect,  compassion,  peace,
integrity,  equality,  justice,  lifetime
leaming - and each individual member
agrees  to  express  and  act  on  those
values, it should be possible to  devise
ways  of  facilitating  individuals  to
contribute their unique  qualities,  gifts
and   interests   to   the   life   of  the
community. If the synagogue building
is   alive  with  people   on   a  Sfeczbz7czf
morning,  does  it matter that they  are
engaged in a variety of activities, from
dance  to  social  action  -  including

essential that we explore the interface
between the two more closely. In their
article,  `Between persons:  the  narrow
ridge where I and Thou meet'  /7oz/77eczJ
Of the  Society fior Existendal Analysis
7:2,  July  1996),  Harriett  Goldenberg
and  Zelda  Issacson  highlight  the
distinction which Martin Buber made
between the individual and the person
in a way which clarifies not only what
makes  dialogue  possible  between
people,     but     also     what    makes
community  a  living  reality.  In J cz7cd
Z7zo#  (Charles  Scribner's  Sons,  New
York),  Buber  distinguished  between
individuals  and  persons:   `Ez.ge7tweser3
[individuals/egos]  appear  by  setting
themselves      apart      from      other
ez.ge7zwese7?...Persons      appear     by
entering into relation to other persons'
®p 111-112). According to Buber: `An
individualisjustacertainuniquenessof
a human being... But a person, I would
say, is an individual living really with
the world. And with the world I don't
mean in the world -just in real contact,
in  real  reciprocity  with  the  world...'
(The  Knowledge  Of Man, Hi]r![rari:fuss
Press   International   Inc.,   Atlantic
Highlands, New Jersey,  1998, pp.173-
174).

`Then let them make me a sanctuary,

that I may dwell among them' - Ire 'czs3/
li  miJidash,  veshachanti  betochcan'.
Issachar  Ber  ben  Israel-Laer  Pamas

Eilenburg,  Rabbi  of Gorizia  in  Italy,
who  wrote  Tzedah  Laderekh,  the
seventeenth century sup er-commentary
on Rashi, had this to say about the facts
that the verse  says  bezochcz7#,  `among
them', and not 6o,   `in it':

The  Divine  Presence  does  not
rest in the sanctuary on account
of the sanctuary, but on account
of Israel, for they constitute the
Temple of God.

And  we  micht  add:  Befoc%cz773  also
suggests Israel, not as a singular entity,
but  as  a people  encompassing  all the
different persons living in relation with
one  another  who  constitute  `Israel':
When each person brings their offering
for  the  building  of the  777z.s'fefe7€,  then
God dwells among them. In this sense,
the 777z.sfeke72 is not a building, it is the
community itself:  When each person
contributes their gifts for the creation of
thecormunity,thenGoddwellsamong
them. And as  re7"7"cz%  clearly states,
each   gift   is   needed;   the   7„z.5%frcz73/
community can not be complete if any
particular  contribution  is  missing.  Of
course,  the  gifts  we  give  are  not  the
same,  and it might appear that gold is
better than goats' hair, but they are all
of equal value in the eyes of God. What
makes my gift special is the fact that it
is my gift, given willingly: I don't want
to live alone; I want to live with others.
Whatmakesmygiftessentialisthefact
that  I  recognise  that the  commrinity
cannot exist without me; I aln called
upon to give.

The  emphasis  on  the  value  of the
individual  is  not  in  conflict  with  the
value of community.  On the contrary,
individuals realise their value, become
persons,  by  interacting  and  creating
community out of the gifts they bring.
The  same pczras'fe¢%,  Kz.  rz.s'Lrcr,  which
includesthenarrativeofthemoltencalf,
opens with a text in which Moses is to
take  a  census  of the  community  and
then require each male to give a half-
shekel for the upkeep of the sanctuary
(Exodus 30:11:16). As  `poll taxes'  go,
it was a modest one, not demanding too
much from the poorer members of the
community.   On   another   level,   it
provides   a  vivid   illustration  that
individualsbecomepersonsandmakea
`whole' offering only when they bring
theirgiftstogether.Anditiswhenthese
individualgiftsarebroughttogetherthat
community becomes possible.

So     what     is     this      `possible'
community? Unlike the half-shekel, no
two individuals are alike, and each one
of us is infinitely precious. And so the
comlnunity is not simply the sum of it' s
individual members: it is what happens



when persons meet and share and live
with one another.

I:n Between  Man  and  Man  (Couruer
Books,  Macmillan,  New York  1965),
Buber       distinguished       between
communityandcouectivity.Withinthe
collectivity, the persofl `ceases to have
complete        responsibility.        The
collectivity becomes what really exists,
the   person   becomes    derivatory'
a.80)...Collectivityisnotabindingbut
abundlingtogether:individualspacked
together,   armed  and  equipped  in
common...' ®.31). `But community...is
the  being  no  longer  side  by  side
but    with     one     another     of    a
multitude    of   persons.    And   this
multitude...experiences  everywhere  a
turning  to,  a  dynamic  facing  of,  the
other,   a  flowing  from  J  to   r72ow.
Community   is   where   community
happens.' (ibid.)

Community is the creative encounter
of persons. When he was envisioning a
new  post-apartheid  South  Africa,
Nelson    Mandela    wrote    in    his
a.utob±ograpky, Long Walk to Freedom..

Our deepest fear is not that we
are inadequate, our deepest fear
is that we are powerful beyond
measure. It is  our light not our
darkness that most ffighteus us.
We ask ourselves; "Who am I to
be brilliant,  gorgeous, talented,
fabulous?" Actually who are you
not to  be?  You  are  a child  of
God.Yourplayingsmalldoesn't
servetheworld.There'snothing
enlightened about  shrinking  so
that  other  people  won't  feel
insecure  around  you.  We  are
meant to  shine  as  children  do.
We were born to make manifest
thegloryofGodthatiswithinus
and it's not just within some of
us, it's in everyone. And as we
let  our  own  light  shine  we
unconsciously give other people
permission to  do the  sane.  As
we're  liberated  from  our  own
fear our presence automatically
liberates others.

In  London  three  years  ago,  Steve
Greenberg  of  CLAL,  The  National
Jewish   Centre   for   Learning   and
LeadershipintheUritedStates,poseda
challenge: `Treat yourself and everyone
you meet as an image of God, and see
what a difference it makes to you, to
them,  to  the  world'  ®araphrase  of a
remarkinatalkatTheStembergCentre,
April 1996). Ultimately, the 7%isfefare is
nothing other than the product of the
gifts  of  each  and  every  `brilliant,
gorgeous, talented, fabulous' image of
God, letting `our own light shine'  and

making `manifest the glory of God' in
the community we create together.

NelsonMandelaisright,itisnoteasy
to  recognise  ourselves  as   `brilliant,
gorgeous, talented, fabulous': It is our
light  not  our  darkness  that  most
frightens us' . But the fear and the self-
hatred  is  part  and  parcel   of  our
loneliness   and  isolation.   When  I
encounter another and experience their
bearty,  I may  also  discover my  own
andtogetherwebecomemorebeautifu1.
`You  shall  love  your  neighbour  as

yourself qeviticus  19:18):  When we
love ourselves we are able to love our
neighbours.  But further,  reciprocity is
mutually  reinforcing:  I  learn  to  love
myselfmorethroughmyloveforothers
and my  love  for  others  is  ultimately
inseparable from their love for me.

Picture  a  contemporary  `desert'
scene:    The    mainstream    Jewish
community  in  Britain  is  diminishing
steadily;    increasing   numbers    of
individual  Jews  whose  parents  were
synagogue members  are  choosing not
to join themselves and are disappearing
off the communal map. Like any arid
wildemess, there are a few lush oases
scattered around. The only `revelation'
is that it' s taken us so long to notice...

Butareportpublishedbythelnstitute
for Policy Research in February  1996
which  summarizes  the  findings  of a
postal  sNIrvey  (Social  an4  pgliti.cal-aditudes  Of British  Jews  ty  S+fapitye;n

Miller, Marlena Schmool  and Antony
Lerman),  found  that  while  36.9%  of
respondents   did  not  belong   to   a
synagogue  (with the  figure  rising  to
`close to half' for those under 35 years

old),   only   8%   were   completely
uninvolved in Jewish life `using a strong
defroition  [of non-involvement]  based
on    a   lack   of   social,    religious,
organisational or cultural contact with
JewsorJewishevents'®.10).Andeven
`uninvolved' Jews expressed some level

of Jewish identification:  60°/o felt they
had been  `influenced'  by their Jewish
background, neady always positively' ,
81% believed that it is  `important that
Jews survive as  a people'...550/o had a
`moderate  or  strong  attachment  to

lsrael'...and 170/o `expressed a desire to
become more involved' (ibid.).

What  is  going  on  here?  Growing
numbers of Jews seem to be choosing to
express  their  Jewishness  outside  the
mainstreamJewishcommunity-which
includes  all  the  different  mainstream
Jewish denominations: While the JPR
report  found  that  150/o  of those  who
were  affiliated  to  a  synagogue  had
moved    to    a    more    progressive
congregation  to  that  to  which  their

parents belonged, the unaffiliated were
disproportionately  the  children  of
Reform   (56%)   and  Liberal   (590/o)
members,  with the  percentage  for the
children  of orthodox  members  being
quite  a bit lower  at 27%.  Perhaps  the
notion  of  `personal  choice'  that  is  a
featureofprogressiveJudaismmayhave
something to do with the-se figures. But
the fact that the children of progressive
Jews may feel free to choose is not the
issue.  The  issue  is  that,  like  smaller
numbers of their orthodox peers, many
are  choosing  not  to  participate  in
mainstream communal life.

And   it   seems   that  mainstream
synagogues    and    denominational
organisations  are  doing  very  little  to
persuadethemtochooseotherwise.The
JPR report suggested that relationships
withnon-Jewsmaybeafactorinpeople
disaffiliating: 62% of `uninvolved' Jews
(80/o of the sample), compared to 30%
of the sample as a whole, were married
to non-Jews  ®.11),  and 64%  of those
who had  disaffiliated,  compared with
390/o  who  stayed  members  of their
parents' synagogue, agreed that `Rabbis
should be more helpful in welcoming
non-Jewish     members     into     the
cormunity'  ®.15).  This  information
underlines the failure of synagogues to
meet  individual  Jews  where  they  are
and acknowledge diversity. And if one
adds to the 30% of Jews married to non-
Jews,  another  30%  who  are  single,
including   9%   widowed   and   7%
separatedordivorced,®.13),andthe5-
10%  of lesbian  and  gay  Jews,  both
single and coupled, who currently live
on the  sidelines,  it becomes  glaringly
apparentthattheinabilityofsynagogues
to  address Jewish individuals has the
effect  of marginalising  between  60%
and 700/o of the Jews in this country...

Jewish communal life in Britain is in
steady decline. So, what would happen
if those who wish to reverse this trend,
read the signs  of the times - and the
Torah  -  invited  individuals  to  bring
their  varied  gifts  together  -  and
numberless souls, eager for comection,
responded? In Buber's terns, `persons'
would  emerge  and  `community'  would
`happen'.So,whatarewewaitingfor?.
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Caesar Aronsfeld

Veteran j ournalist Caesar Aronsfeld has contributed to
MA>Tr+A over many years. One theme has recurred again and

again. It has to do with the Jewish i,nsistence on portraying
ourseives always as victi,in and seeing those around us only as
oppressors. IdGe fixe or unpalatable truth that the cormunity

will simply not face up to? In what  follows, Aronsfeld
develops the theme into a full frontal challenge. Distinguished

Jewish historian Lionel Kochan responds.

A S        AN        OCCASIONAL
contributor to the Jewish press,
I  could  hardly  fail  to  realise

that certain topics are taboo. They may
not be uninteresting but no editor, who
after all must know his clientele, wants
to hear of them. The Jewz.sfe Cfero7zz.c/e
lent  substance  to  my  point  when  it
"could  not   see   any   scope   in  the

immediate future for making any use
of (my  article)  or reference to  it".  In
this  particular  case  I  could  safely
forecast  even  the  remotest  future  -
which would be no different from the
"immediate"  one,  viz.  that  while  we

demand  freedom  of  opinion  from
society at large we will not grant it in
our  own  where  wisdom  is  seen  as
runing with the maj ority.

Let  me  start  with  a  characteristic
example -the month of November, the
a.riniversa.ry   o£  Kristallnacht,   the
nationwide Nazi pogrom of 193 8 when
we  recall  the  unutterable  bestialities
that were perpetrated in  Germany  on
orders  of  the  Hitler  regime.  Every
detail will then be properly recorded -
with one exception: no thought is ever
spared for those Germans who were as
horror-struck and aghast as the rest of
the  civilised  world.  Admittedly,  the
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British  Consul  General  in  Cologne
reported at the time there were  some
who   felt   "a   certain   amount   of
Scfoczde7€/rec/de  (`Joy  in  Mischief')",
but his colleague in Frankfurt made the
very different observation that "if the
Government of Germany depended on
the  suffrage  of the  people,  those  in
power and responsible for the outrages
would be  swept  away  by  a  storm  of
indignation if not put up against a wall
and shot".

Thisparticularreportwasconfirmed
by    none    other   than    the   Nazis
themselves who had every interest in
denying   it.   The   Party  press   was
furiously  denouncing  those  "caxpers,
unimaginativeboorsandfalseprophets
who solermly wag their fingers to tell
us that  `this Jew business'  won't pay
us in the long run". As late at six weeks
after the pogrom it was found "rather
strange  that  one  should  constantly
come across people who keep pitying
the  `persecuted Jews". The  SS paper
Dczs Scfewczrze Korps considered these
"scuni of grousers" to be "even worse

than the Jews" - if only because "they
were everywhere".

The  Nazis  were  claiming  that  in
burning  down  the  synagogues,  they

were   only   doing  what  had  been
demanded 400 years earlier by Martin
Luther  -  which  was  true.  Yet  even
among  the  Lutherans  many  saw  the
writing  on  the  burning  walls    -  and
even  said  so,  not  in  so  many  words
which was impossible but, inevitably,
in  language  veiled  and  speaking  in
parables          yet          unmistakable
nevertheless.  They  could  not  name
those  who  were  rejoicing  over  the
crime so soon after the famous victory
won  by  the  blackmail  at the  Munich
"Conference". But they did venture a

plain  enough  reference  to  "nations
reeling drunken as if everything must
remain as it had been". Christians were
waned "not to drink from the cup of
intoxication",  for  it  was  felt  ``fearful
things"  were  in  the  offing,  "dark
omens, joyless omens" could be seen -
let  them  remember  the  behaviour  of
the people "before the Flood".

This   is   how   the   "Evangelical-
Lutheran  Church  rz.7%es"  put  it,  in  a
strictly theological front page editorial
entitled  "Of the  End  of the  World",
with  a  reference  to  Matthew  24.14
"And then will come the end". "People

before the Flood, it was said, also were
highwithexultation,butthentheFlood
came  and  did  away  with  them  all.
Mankind  is  being  blinded  with  false
joy.  Those  who  can  look  deeper  will
see the signs of death - nations wading
in the blood of new wars, tnrfu laid in
chains, justice with broken limbs lying
in the gutter."

This  apocalyptic  comment  on  the
pogrom   was   published   in   Nazi
Germany,  on   18  November   1938,  a
week after the pogrom, six years before
the  awful vision was  literally proved
true.  Unfortunately  the  name  of the
inspired writer is not known. He would
deserve  to  rank  among  the  Hebrew
prophets.  As  late  as  July   1943,  the
Lutheran  bishop  Wurm,  in  a  letter
addressed  to  the  Nazi  Government,
dared to  write:  "Many  of our people
feel the suffering inflicted on us by the
enemy bombing is retribution for what
has been done to the Jews".

After the November  1938  pogrom,
the prelude to the vaster crime, let me
now deal briefly with the treatment of
the Holocaust.

It  is  universally  assumed  that  no
people other than the Jews have ever
suffered a fate like this. This is true in
the   sense   that,   first,   never   was
technology  developed  thus  far,  and,
second, for most of the past 200 years
we have been objects  of policies  and
victims  of persecution.  We  endured
suffering, we never inflicted it - that is
to say we never were able to inflict it.
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This  was  not  always  so.  Time  was
when,  being  captains  of our  fate,  we
were  able  to  cause  suffering  and  we
did.

Yet none of our people seem willing
to consider that we were then doing to
others.  We  prefer  to  dwell  on  what
others were doing to us. I have always
been  impressed  by  a  remark  of the
writer Shalom Asch when he "thanked
God that the nations have not given my

in     his     Bible     commentary     to
Deuteronomy           xx.10-18,           is
commendably  prepared  to  face  the
issue rationally. He refers to the "moral
difficulty"  of  explaining  the  facts.  I
regard   his    explanation   as   sadly
inadequate  but  at  least  he  made  a
reasoned effort, did not run away from
the challenge.  It seems a pity none  of
the present Holocaust sages have made
tke  same  straightforward  attempt.  It

Because Of the expulsion in 1492,
a f;ormer British orthodox Chiof Rabbi

rofused -500 years later -to set
f;oot on Spanish soil however

welcome he rhight be.

people  the  opportunity  to   commit
against others the  crimes  which have
been committed against it.  I say God
be  thanked,  for  had  that  opportunity
been  given,  who  can  doubt  that  it
would  have  conducted  itself  against
strangers  in  the  same  manner  as  the
other peoples?"

Exactly. Unfortunately Asch did not
cite the one instance that would have
strikingly borne him out - the story of
what Jews did to the people of Canaan
as recorded in Deuteronomy where we
are told "nothing that breathes" was to
I)e  "left  alive".  While  we  lament  the
Holocaust that was perpetrated agczz.#sJ
us, we persistently forget the Holocaust
that was perpetrated Z)); us. Nor did we
just  perpetrate  it,  we  were  acting  on
express orders given by God, as if He
had   been   unaware   of  the   Sixth
Commandment. In fact, in our time, a
prominent  Jew  has  added  insult  to
injury.  As he asks "Why was God so
cruel?" In ordering Joshua to "utterly
destroy all that breathed", Elie Wiesel
who received the Nobel Prize explains:
"Showing  mercy  would  have  been

mistaken for weakness. They had to be
ruthless. Kill or be killed: that was the
international law, the law of destiny" -
though  not  necessarily  Jewish  law.
This is how Wiesel interprets "the law
of  destiny":   "For   Canaan   to   be
conquered,   its   inhabitants  had  to
disappear. That is how God willed it".
And who are the Canaanites anyway -
or  such  as  survived  -  to  complain?
Wiesel knows: ``Had the natives fled or
collaborated,    they    would    have
remained  alive.  In  other  words,  they
had but themselves to blame. They had
been foolish to resist".

By contrast, Chief Rabbi J.H. Hertz,
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might  have  saved  them  from  the
doubly degrading spectacle of self-pity
and self-righteousness.

Another  example  of the  selective
treatment  of history was provided by
the  500th  anniversary  of  the  Jews'
expulsion  from  Spain.  Naturally  the
event attracted great attention, and the
generally  well  known   facts   were
rehashed  with  all  the  zeal  that  the
righteous can summon when they point
at the wicked. By contrast little thought
was  given  to  the  fact  that  Jews  had
been  back  in  Spain  for  well  over  a
hundred years and eager to return for
much   longer.   Why   this   striking
discretion?

The  expulsion,  it  seems  to  me,  is
considered   a   subject   worthy   of
attention    because    it    shows    the
wickedness   of  the   Gentiles,   the
injustice that we suffered. It enables us
to   appear  superior  -  the   innocent
victims of a centuries-old evil. This is
a  pathetically  passive   role   but   it
appears  to  be  an  uplifting  one  and  a
rewarding  one  since,  we  imagine,  no
right-thinking onlooker would deny us
sympathy.  By  contrast,  the  return  of
Jews to a country recovering from its
shame and struggling to move forward
towards  toleration  and  freedom  from
fear  does  not  seem  a  spectacle  that
greatly attracts us.

If Jews return to such a country, we
seem to be feeling this is not what they
ought to do. The credit would then go
to  the  repentant  sinners  and  we  only
benefit  from their good deed. We, the
feeling seems to be, ought to remember
what "Amalek" did to us and so should
"blot out his remembrance from under

heaven".  Because  of the  expulsion  in
1492  a former British orthodox Chief

Rabbi refused -500 years later -to set
foot on Spanish soil however welcome
he might be. Yet he has no qualms at
staying  in  England  which  drove  the
Jews out only 200 years earlier, almost
simultaneously  in  the  perspective  of
the millennia of Jewish history - quite
apart from the fact that England, unlike
Spain,  never  revoked  the  decree  of
expulsion.

Characteristically, there  is a legend
that when the Jews were  driven from
Spain, they cursed the co.untry and, by
a  solemn  excommunication  cfeere777,
swore  never  to   settle   in   it  again.
Actually,  no  such  cfeere"  was  ever
uttered - for if on  Spain, why not on
Germany  which  committed  crimes
infinitely worse? The fact is that Jews
would  have  been  only  too  glad  to
return had they been  allowed to - as
they  did,  in  our  time,  to  Germany
where they were invited to do so. They
even came from Israel.

But these are things we do not like
to be reminded of.  They would seem
embarrassing  if not  humiliating.  It is
not done as it were. It is nice to lean
that  some  countries,   like  Turkey,
readily offered asylum to the  Spanish
refugees. What is not so nice is that the
Jews  in some  of those  countries,  like
Italy, were anything but pleased at the
sight  of the  arrivals  from  abroad  -
much  like  the  then recently  admitted
Sephardim  in  Cromwell's  London  at
the   sight   of   the   refugees   from
Chmielnitzki's     Polish     pogroms
anxiously  hoping  in  Hamburg  for
admission to England,  or the German
Jews'   embarrassment  later  over  the
Osf/.a/dc7€,    or    the    English    Jews'
embarrassment later still over the Jews
fleeing from Nazi  Germany.  They all
were  providing  an   illustration   of
Herzl's caustic remark in his book 772e
Jewz.sfe Sfcz/e on the "secret grievance"
of resident Jews whose charity consists
in  "founding  emigration  societies  for
immigrant Jews".

Now  if others  were  to  try  to  keep
Jews   out  they  would  promptly  be
denounced as anti-semites. But if Jews
do it, their variety of prejudice must be
``explained" - as indeed it can. But this

would not be a popular subject in the
Jewish  press.  Prejudice  must  be,  by
definition, an infliction of the Gentiles
and  as  such it must be  ``investigated"
down to the least manifestations, with
all  its  "overtones"  or  "undertones",
political,  social,  economic,  religious.
Religious    especially.    The    New
Testament  for  example  must  be  seen
crammed with antisemitism - whereas
anti-Gentile  pronouncements  in  the

ContinIAed on next page
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Talmud must treated with discretion.
If Jews  can  claim  to  be  a  chosen

people, then one of the implied reasons
must be that they not only received all
the commandments but also keep them,
and  any prejudice  they hold must be
regarded as reasoned opinion. Bemard
Shaw might have thought of us when
he wrote in the Preface to Sczz.#f Jocz7?..
"The  Church Militant behaves as if it

were already the Church Triumphant".
It  is  only  on  Yom  Kippur  that  we
confess   the   sins  we,   like   others,
commit,  all  neatly  arranged  in  an
alphabetical catalogue.  While dealing
with  this  contradiction  in  Operczfz.o77
Sky/ocfr,  Philip Roth remarks that this
is the reason why the Messiah has not
come - and one might add: is unlikely
to come before the end of time.

In  our relationship  with the  world,
the  general  rule  is  that  Jews  must be
given  the  benefit  of  the  doubt  and
got;I."  the  odium  of it.  Jews  must be
judged by their ideals. Jewish criticism
of Gentile society will be credited with
objective  standards,  but  as  Gentile
critics      of     Jews      are      labelled
"antisemites",   so  Jewish  critics   of

Jewish  society  will  be  dismissed  as
"self-haters", "psychopaths", virtually

madmen  fit  for  an  asylum  like  the
dissidents in Soviet Russia.

Tolerance amongst us is on the frez/e
- forbidden-list, unless we can use it as
an  argument  to  support  our  claim  to
civil  rights  in  society  at  large.  When
Arnold  Wesker,  the  British  Jewish
playwright,  thought  the  Jews  were"among  the  most  tolerant  peoples  in

the  world",  he  was  not  joking:  he
meant  it  -  though  a  famous  rabbi,
Louis  Jacobs,  might have  taught him
all  about ``the  absurd claim of Jewish
apologetics  that  Judaism  has  always
been tolerant of dissent and freedom of
thought".

Intolerance generally has long been
recognised as  "a manifestation of the
protective instinct of the herd" which
is essentially the product of fear. This
applies  to  any  herd,  especially  the
Jewish herd - not only in the diaspora.
It is notorious that the Second Temple
was  destroyed  in  the  year  70  not  so
much by Roman arms as by the feuds
and hatreds within Jerusalem. But how
many Jews want to face these facts -
when we can blame the go)/I.in.?

That Jews are all too often treated as
scapegoats  for  the  all  too   obvious
failings of the Gentiles is well known,
and Jews have every right to make that
point.  What  they  are  not  so  eager to
acknowledge  is  that  they  themselves
will  follow the  ancient urge to blame
others  when  they  themselves  are  at
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fault - which  unfortunately  is  an  all
too human urge. It all began in Paradise
when  Adam  blamed  Eve  and  Eve
blamed the serpent. Later, in the desert,
a  handy  scapegoat  was  found  in  the
"mixed multitude" which, according to
"the   raobis"   Moses   had   allowed,
"without  God's  consent",  to  join  the

exodus.    They    were    said    to    be
"corrupting" the otherwise presumably

blameless people who were invariably
said to be seduced by "foreign women".

And  so  the  trouble  that  began  in
Paradise   goes   on   -   naturally   in
conditions very different from paradise.
And  though  we  are  Chosen,  in  this
respect, perhaps not only in this, we do
precisely as everybody else does .

CAESAR ARONSFELD I.s' cz veferczH/.owmc!/I.sr
and  writer  on  conteTxporary  Jewish  affairs,
czwf%or o/The Ghosts of 1492: Jewish Aspects of
the  Struggles  for Religious  Freedom  in  Spain
1848-1976 cz#d The Text of the Holocaust: Nazi
ExterminationPropaganda1919-1945.

STOP AT GIBRALIAR
Lionel Kochan

EVERYTHING THAT MY OLD
friend Caesar Aronsfeld writes I
read with pleasure.  It  is  even  a

pleasure to disagree with so eminent a
controversialist.  The present occasion
is no exception  especially as the theme
is   taboo   topics.   Nothing   is   more
enticing than a taboo.

Some of Aronsfeld's punches score
palpable hits, others hit the empty air.
Is  it  really  the  case  today  that  "no
thought   is   ever  spared  for  those
Germans who were horror-struck and
aghast  as  the  rest  of  the  civilized
world" at Nazi atrocities? Has Caesar
never  heard  of  the  Avenue  of  the
Righteous Gentiles in Jerusalem which
certainly contains tributes to Germans
among   the    other   gentiles    com-
memorated there?

In the case of the Spanish expulsion
and Jews today, Caesar wants to have it
both ways. On the one hand he blames
us for discreetly concealing the fact that
Jews have retuned to Spain despite the
expulsion.  Those  returning  Jews  have
forgotten  what  Amalek  did  to  their
ancestors. This is an example of a taboo
topic. On the other hand, if the Jews do
not  return  and  boycott  Spain  then  he
blames them for holding aloof from "a

country recovering from its share and
struggling  to  move  forward  towards
toleration".  So  what  is  a poor Jew  to
do?  If he  saves up to buy his  villa in
Marbella, he is betraying his ancestors.
If he moves along the coast and buys his
villa on the French Riviera, then he is
abandoning  Spain in its  hour of need.
Better  go  no  further  than  Gibraltar,  I
say. Holidays at home in England won't
help -the medieval decree of expulsion
has never been revoked.

But  Aronsfeld's  main point  is  this:
"we  do  precisely  as  everybody  else

does" and when we are reminded of this
we take refuge in evasions, excuses and
blame everybody but ourselves for the
consequences of our own misdeeds. We
lookforascapegoatandthis"scapegoat
complex"   began   as   long   ago   as
Paradise,  says  Aronsfeld  -  Adam
blames     Eve,     Eve     blames     the
serpent...and  there  the  buck  stops,  I
suppose.    Since   then,   we   are   all
corrupted with this fatal failure to face
the truth.

As  an historian I was  a  little taken
aback    to    find    this    sympathetic
exposition  of  the  classical  Christian
doctrine  of original  sin  coming  from
such a fervently committed Jew. But let
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thatpass.Theimportantquestionisthis:
do  we  Jews  really  ``do  precisely  as
everybody else does" when it comes to
finding  others  to  blame  for our self -
inflicted  sufferings  and  misfortunes.
And   is   it   also   true   that   if  some
exceptional  individual  is  sufficiently
brave  to   make  us  aware  of our  own
responsibility  that  we  at  once  accuse
him   of  "self-hatred",   of  being   a
psychopath?

There are indeed self-hating Jews -
Simone  Weil  is  a good  example.  But
between self-hatred and self-criticism
there  is  an  unmistakable  distinction.
Self-criticism and a pitiless scrutiny of
our own conduct are the very substance
of our basic texts  and allow no room
for evading the truth about ourselves.
Does   the   Exodus   not   show   the
Israelites  to  be  a  timorous  rabble,
distrustful both of God and Moses, so
much so that at one point God virtually
despairs  of His  choice  and  only  the
skilful    advocacy   of   Moses    can
persuade  Him  to  persevere  with  this
mutinous and recalcitrant people. The
historian of the two kingdoms of Israel
and Judah, and above all, the prophets
maintain  this  tradition.  Here  is  the
apogee  of self-criticism,  emphasising
the   need  to   scrutinise   one's   own
actions and bear the responsibility for
them  oneself.  This  is  an  unwelcome

Has Caesar
never heard Of

the Avenue
Of the RIghieous

Gentiles in
Jerusalem

which certaluly
cohialns tributes

to Germans
among the

other gentiles
commemorated

there?
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procedure    of    which    the    most
unwelcome  aspect  is  the  charge  -
truthful or not - that the horror of the
Holocaust    would     somehow    be
palliated or excused, because at God's
command, the Israelites exterminated
the  Canaanites  several millermia ago.
Have we, in other words, put ourselves
on the same level as those who tried to
exterminate  us   and  are  therefore
entitled    to     claim    no     sort    of
victimhood? Others are only doing to
us what we once did to them.

I  confess  I  do not see the  logic  of
this argulnent. In the first place, it goes
against   the   historian's   grain   to
compare  events  separated  by  several
thousand  years.  Second:  even  if this
comparison were feasible, the question
arises - does one massacre perpetrated
by  our  ancestors  put  contemporary
Jews  in  the  same  category  as  the
Nazis?  This  is  the  sort  of perverted
logic that holds us responsible for the
crucifixion. Enough said  .

LIONEL  KOCHAN,  6or#  I.7i  fo#do#  /922,
r_ecently  retired from  the  position  Of Bearsted
R_e_ader _in   Jewish   History,   University   of
Wa:rwick. He is the author Of a number Of books
on  Jewish  history  and  thought.   His  latest
PWZ)/I.cofz.o7?  i.a   Beyond  the  Graven  Image',  cz7?
iTPort_an!  Study  Of  idolatry  in  the  context  of
Jewish philosopky-
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HOWI
BECAMEA

JEVISH
THERAPIST

Irene Bloomfield

BEFORE  THE  NAZIS  CAME
to  power  in   1933   my  family
lived in Berlin. Both my parents

were  professionals  and  belonged  to
those      groups      which      actively
participated  in  the  culturally  exciting
and interesting Berlin life. We always
knew about our Jewish origin but there
were no formal  links with the Jewish
community. My mother, who had been
a young Zionist, still kept friends from
that period.

I have a vivid memory of my father' s
study  with bookshelves  from floor to
ceiling.  Titles  ranged  from  medicine,
science, philosophy and psychology to
the collected works of Russian authors
such   as   Tolstoy,   Dostoevsky   and
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Gorky,    to    French    and    German
literature.  My  father  was  a  kind  of
pioneer  as   a  University  lecturer  in
medical psychology  which was  still  a
relatively new field.

After   studying   philosophy,   my
mother      became       a      journalist
specialising   in   scientific   subjects.
There  was   great  excitement  when
Albert Einstein agreed to become one
of her interviewees.

Although my  sister and I were  too
young  to  participate  in  our  parents'
activities,  their  intellectual,  cultural
and  social  concerns  spilled  over  into
our childhood world because of meal-
time  discussions  and  activities  which
had  a  lasting  effect  on  my  formative
years.  My  later  interest  in  science,
psychology and psychotherapy as well
as  in  Human  yyghts  issues  had  its
origin  in  my  parents'   conversations
and  activities,  including  their  active
membership of the League for Human
Rights.

None  of  us  were  prepared  for  the
dramatic   changes   which   Hitler's
seizure   of  power  in  January   1933
brought  in  its   immediate  wake.   At
school,  uniformed  girls  belonging  to
the  `Union of German Maidens'  wore
swastikas. Hostility against those who
did  not  do  so  was  palpable.  When  I
refused  to  return the  Hitler  salute  by
raising my right arm and shouting Heil
Hitler, the anger and uproar of my class
mates left no doubt about their feelings
towards me. The subsequent interview
with  the  Headmaster  settled  my  fate,
and  my  parents  were  immediately
informed that I had been expelled from
the school.

In  retrospect  I  believe  that  this
defiant  behaviour  was  not  so  much
bravery but a way of making up for a
cowardly and shameful act on my part
in  my  much  loved  sports  club.  I  was
waiting for my turn on horseback when
the  boy  standing  next  to  me  in  the
queue  said:  "This  new  girl  who  has
just come  in  looks  Jewish."  I  did  not
say:  ``Yes, she is Jewish and she is my
sister."   I   felt  shocked   and  deeply
ashamed of what I had done,  and my
subsequent  defiance   at  school   and
elsewhere was at least partly the result.

This    was   the   beginning   of   a
fundamental and complete change and
made  me  think  hard  about  the  new
direction  I  wanted  my  life  to  take.  I
joined  a  Jewish  Youth  movement
whose  aim  was  to  prepare  young
people    for   life    on    Kz.bbz6fzz.77t    in
Palestine. This idea appealed to me and
although the usual  age for acceptance
on such a fami was  18, and I was just
15,  I  was  accepted  as  it  was  obvious

that no German school would offer me
a place after my expulsion.

Whereas Judaism had not played an
important part in my life before these
events, it was different now. I realised
that I  had  a lot  to  lean  if it  was  to
become  an  essential  part  of my  new
life.  Fortunately,  at  Gut  Winkel,  the
agricultural training farm I went to, we
were not only taught the fundamentals
offarmingbutalsoofHebrew,Judaism
and the meaning of Jewish festivals. A
long journey into a new, exciting world
had  started for me,  and I realise now
that I never looked back.

At some point during this time I also
met  and  made  friends  with  Enzo
Sereni,   a  Sfeclzz.czcfe   (delegate)   from
Kibbutz Givat Brenner and wa.s deeply
affected  by  his  enthusiasm  and  his
personality. Sadly, he lost his life aged
39  after having been  parachuted  into
Italy after the outbreak of war.

Being a Refugee in London
Permission for agricultural workers

to emigrate to Palestine in 1934, when
I  completed  my  training,  was  strictly
limited. It took another five years until
my  turn  came.  After  two  years  at  a
Jewish  boarding  school  in  Sweden,  I
worked for two years as a domestic in
London.  At  the  beginning  I  had  no
family or friends and knew no English.
I felt lost and lonely until I was able to
join   a  Jewish   organisation   which
helped me find  a more congenial job
with an active Zionist, who had contact
with  several  well  known  Jews  from
Palestine,  who  came  to  visit.  Those
who stand out in my mind were Moshe
Dayan with his famous eye patch and
very  male  presence.  Another  visitor
was a member of the Schocken family,
the publishers of Schocken books, with
whom I became friendly. He was at the
same  College  in  Cambridge  as  Abba
Eban and introduced me to him. Even
at  that  time  one  could  not  fail  to  be
impressed    by    Eban's    powerful
presence and intellect.

Finally, in December 1939, I got my
long   awaited   `Certificate'   (entry
permit) to Palestine and sailed to Haifa.
There  were  blackouts   and  alarms
during  the  two  week journey.  There
were  also  100 future members  of the
Palestine  Police  on  board.  Some  of
them tried to make friends with me and
I took the opportunity to teach a small
group  of them a few useful words  of
Hebrew  and  a  little  about  Jews  in
Palestine, but when I met two of them
a few weeks after our arrival and after
they had been through their induction
into `correct' attitudes toward Jews and
Arabs  in  Palestine,  their  attitude  had
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In 1957 I returned to London having been offered
a post at University College Hospital,  where

I spent the rest Of my working life in the Health
Service as a therapist, group therapist and

supervisor Of medical students.

changed    markedly.    Arabs    were
invariably  referred  to  as  `Wogs'  but
Arabs    were    nevertheless    much
preferred to Jews who, they had been
waned `never did as they were told'.

The Palestine Experience
It  did  not  take   long  before  this

MemberofBritishArmyMedicalcorps
(Palestine  ATS)  1942,  Jerusalem  and
Beirut.

reaction   to   rebellious   Jews   was
confirmed for me.  A  month  after my
arrival   there  were  protests   against
Britain's  restrictive  measures  against
would-be   immigrants.   I  joined   a
women's demonstration and witnessed
Palestine  policemen  laying  into  the
women with their truncheons.  Having
my  say  about it,  I  soon  found myself
bundled into a police van and taken off
to Jaffa jail with 25 other women, but
also with people coming out onto their
balconies  and  cheering  us.  We  spent
four weeks sleeping on the stone floor
of our  cell,  but  the  defiant  attitude  I
had   developed   against   the   Nazi
teachers now stood me in goyysstead,
and    I    decided    that    instead    of
bemoaning my fate, this was a splendid
opportu.nity  for  me  to  improve  my
Hebrew.

Not  long  after  my  release  without
charge, I joined the Hebrew University.
I   studied  bacteriology   and  science
subjects. At the end of my second year
in   1942,  Moshe  Sharett  talked  to  us
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abouttheproximityoftheGermanarmy
to Jerusalem and encouraged us to join
the British Forces. In that way I became
a member of PATS, the Palestine ATS
and  worked  in  rfulitary  hospitals  in
Jerusalem, Beirut and Cairo.

After  my  demobilisation  in  1946  I
decided to return to England to visit my
mother and sister who had survived the
war, unlike my father who had died in
1944.  The  stresses  and  strains  of  the
Nazi  years  and  of trying  to  establish
himself    in    England    under    war
conditions   were  too   much  for  his
already  damaged  heart.  He  was  aged
56.

I   went   back   to   University,   to
Birkbeck College to study Psychology.
After qualifying and training as a child
psychotherapist  I  spent  two   years
covering the County of Devon. Being
relatively inexperienced, I allowed my
child  patients  to  teach  me  what  they
needed - a principle which proved its
worth  in  many  subsequent  situations
with older patients and with students. I
also established links with members of
the Psychology Department of Exeter
University  and  initiated  meetings  in
which  we  tackled  various  subjects  of
mutual interest. This inter-disciplinary
approach    was    also    something   I
continued in many other situations.

In 1957 I returned to London having
been   offered   a  post  at  University
College Hospital where I spent the rest
of  my  working  life  in  the  Health
Service as  a therapist,  group therapist
and  supervisor  of  medical  students.
The   Head   of   the   department   of
Psychological    Medicine    was    an
exceptionally progressive person  who
allowed  me  considerable  freedom  in
pursuing  various  initiatives,  such  as
meetings  of  everybody  involved  in
decisions   about  the   allocation   of
patients    for    different    forms    of
treatment and the formation of a group
with   members   of  the   University
College  Student  Health  Service  for
discussions   on   issues   of   mutual
interest.

Paradoxically  this  began  with  two
separate   contacts   with   a   Roman
Catholic and an Anglican priest. I met
the first one at a conference on mental
health  and,  never having .met  a priest
before,  I  thought to my  surprise:  "He

seems  quite  human".  He  was  then
training  to  be  a  psychiatric   social
worker  and  was   about  to   start  a
counselling  service  for  people  who
were  professionally   involved  with
religion irrespective  of denomination.
He subsequently invited me to join him
to help  with  supervision and training.
His name was Louis Marteau and his
Centre was called the Dympna Centre.

The  other  significant  event  was  a
request  from  a  Church  of  England
clergyman who wanted help with some
of the difficult human problems he and
one  or  two  others   from  different
religious       denominations       were
encountering in their pastoral work. It
occurred  to  me  that  if we  formed  an
inter-denominational group for clergy,
it  would  be  good  to  have  a  rabbi  as
well.  The one who materialised was a
rabbinic   student   named   Jonathan
Magonet.   He   joined   the   `Clergy
Group'   as   it  became   known   and
became  a  much  valued  member  of it
and a crucial contact for me which led
to  many  significant  developments  in
my professional and Jewish life.

At some point during this period in
the  late  1960s  and  early  1970s  Louis
Marteau  and  I  were  invited  to  talk to
the Reform Assembly of Rabbis about
the  possibility  of  some  support  for
rabbis similar to that offered to Clergy.
This  resulted  in  the  formation  of  a
`rabbis'   support  group  in  which  we

could look at issues of mutual concern
and  interest  as  well  as  some  of  the
stresses of being congregational rabbis.
This   group   of  8   or   9   rabbis   met
regularly  for  2-3   years  and  was  an
excellent   preparation   for   under-
standing  the  needs  of students  in  the
latter  part  of  their  rabbinic  training
when   they   began   to   work   with
congregations.

After Jonathan  Magonet joined the
staff of the Leo Baeck College I was
invited  by  him  to  teach  counselling
skills  to  the  rabbinic  students  in  the
latter stages of their training. I had been
supervising   the   psychotherapeutic
work of medical students at University
College  Hospital  for  some  years  and
this  invitation  therefore  did  not  seem
daunting  as  it  would  otherwise  have
been.   I   enjoyed   having   students
because I generally found that teaching
and  leaming  are  never all  one  way.  I
often felt that I was leaming as much
from   students   and   patients   as   I
contributed to their learning.

I  spent  20  exciting  and  rewarding
years  at  the  College.  It  was  certainly
never dull, and this contact with staff,
students   and  congregational  rabbis

Continued on next page
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At 80th birthday party - 1998.

became   crucial   in   many   of   my
subsequent activities. One of these was
the founding of the Raphael Centre, a
Jewish Counselling Service.

The  idea  to  set  up  such  a  service
stemmed  from  the  recognition  that
rabbis  and  student  rabbis  had  great
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difficulty in finding Jewish sources to
which  they  could  refer  congregants
who   required   more   professional
counselling or psychotherapy help than
they could offer themselves. This was
particularly,   but   not   exclusively,
importan.t for Holocaust survivors who

were  still  extremely  wary  of making
use  of  non-Jewish  facilities,  even  if
they   managed   to   overcome   their
suspicion  of  counselling   as  having
anything  to  offer  them.  Several  staff
members   of  the   College   became
involed in the setting up and managing
of  the   Raphael   Centre   including
Jonathan  Magonet,  Danny  Smith  and
Wendy  Greengross.  By  the  time  I
retired from the Centre in 1992 we had
20   counsellors   and   were   seeing
between 80-100 clients a year.

In our monthly case discussions with
the counsellors a rabbi always attended
the  meetings,   so  that  this   Jewish
dimension  was  not  forgotten.  The
special  issues  relating  to  Holocaust
survivors  which  frequently  surfaced
led  to  my  later  work  with  survivors
and second generation groups.

On reflection, I believe that my early
experience  of the  home  environment
where  Jews  and  non-Jews,  scientists,
artists,  writers  and  philosophers  met
together  happily  with  mutual  benefit
and  respect  until  the  advent  of  the
Nazis,  had a significant effect on my
own  passion for building bridges  and
bringing    people    from    different
professions and backgrounds together
in dialogue and exploration.

The  Raphael  Centre  was  my  first
real  contact  with  the  effect  of  the
Holocaust on survivors and the second
generation.  It  was  primarily  through
the Raphael Centre that I became alertd
to   the   enormity   of   the   problem
survivors were facing, something I had
never  truly  confronted  before,  even
though some of my own close relatives
had died in concentration camps. I had
shared  the   general   `conspiracy   of
silence'     which     surrounded     the
Holocaust,  but  once  I  became  alerted
to  it  through  the  Raphael  Centre  it
became  a  major  issue  in  my  life  and
work I
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QUEEN ANNE'S BOUNTY

is no more, for this fund established by Queen Anne in
1704 for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of

England was merged with the Ecclesiastical
Commission in 1948 to form the

Church Coninssioners.
But the street which proudly bears her name lives on,

vigorously.   There are accountants, architects,
solicitors, and surveyors an pracdsing their professions,

all anxious to serve their clients and to maintain the
high standards which have come to be associated with

this well-preserved, dignified part of Georgian London.
We have practised here since 1951, offering clients

business management, investment guidance and
specialised tax advice, in addition to the more
conventional accounting and auditing services.

As th`e years go by the scope of our work widens,
and the calls for our professional help increase,
reflecting the fiscal complexities of the times:

but the results remain mutually rewarding.

LEWIS GOLDEN & CO
Ch_artered Accoiintants and Registered Auditors

40 QUEEN ANNE STREET, LormN wiM OEL
TELEPHONE: 0171 580 7313
FAcsll\mE: 0171 580 2179

EMAn,: FCA@Lewis-Golden. Co.uk

Neil Beuson FCA   Andrew Moss ACA
David Edwards ACA    Graham Kinch
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120 to  134 with one slight but perhaps
significant   exception.    The   most
famous of these,  121, J /z/f ap 77€)/ ej/es
to  the  hills,  is  caLILed tL  Song for  the
4sce72js   which   could   be   of  real
significance.   Although  there   is  a
mz.drczsfe, rabbinic lore, which describes
King David as writing these songs as a
unit (Babylonian Talmud: Succot 53 a),
actual  authorship  is  only  ascribed  in
the collection to David with respect to
four  examples.   Solomon  is  credited
with one and the rest are anonymous.
Some   songs   show   evidence   of  a
possible common hand through the use
of certain phrases. Perhaps more work
needs to be done on the text in order to
test  authorship,  but it does  seem that
they  are  a  collection  of  songs  by
different  authors  and  on  different
themes brought together, but for what
purpose?

There are several special collections
within  the  Psalter.   This  particular
collection  has  something  to  do  with
`ascents' . Various meanings have been

given   to   this   term.   It   has   been
explained as referring to the assulned
`rising'   nature  of  the  structure  or

content of the songs. It can be accepted
that they all have to do with Jerusalem.
Several of the songs are Zion-centred.
To  ascend,  both  geographically  and
spiritually,    is   to    move   towards
Jerusalem.  Within  Jerusalem  it  is  to
move towards the Temple, within the
Temple  towards  the  Holy  of Holies.
There at the holiest place of all, or as
near as you can be to it depending on
your status, you have arrived. So these
are  described  as  chants  sung  while
going up to Jerusalem. That is why one
of the more usual translations, as in the
Refomi sz.cJdc{r,  is  `Pilgrimage  Song'.
Certainly some of these Psalms convey
directly  the  idea  of  pilgrimage  to
Jerusalem, none more so than 122, O#r
feet  are  now  standing  within  your
gates, 0 Jerusalem.

Another opinion is that they refer to
a   particular  historical  journey   to
Jerusalem - they are the songs of those
returning  to  Jerusalem  after  years  of
resettlement  in   Babylon.   Exile  is
another theme found in the collection
as  in  the  very  first  song,  120,  which
ca.nbe cribbed `The Song Of the Bitter
A773bczssczdor'   but   more   especially
Psalm    126    with    its    beautifully
expressed       imaginations       about
restoration  and  its  longing  for  return
from the sadness of exile.

The  songs  are  also  much  used  in
modem Judaism. Psalm 126 stands, on
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STEP UP FOR
A SING SONG

Heury Goldstein

certain days, at the head of Grace after
Meals.  The whole group is  appointed
to    be    read    on    winter    Sabbath
afternoons,   so  their  potential   for
familiarity is great. Apart from various
traditional  uses  of  individual  songs,
eleven out of the fifteen are printed in
the Psalm anthology of our sz.dd#7.. Of
these    I    use    ten    regularly.    The
exception, Psalm 125, still has much to
commend it. In my synagogue, of the
eleven,  eight have musical  settings,  a
few composed in-house.

The  songs  sing  of many  things:  of
alienation  and exile,  of suffering  and
bitterness,  confidence  and  hope,  of
journeying and the joys of family life,
of Zion, the longing for peace and the
feeling of being at peace. To give just a
few  examples,  among  the  collection
are    what    might    be    call?d    rfec
Survivors'   Song  (12A),  The  Family
Table Song (12.8). Aaron' s Oily Beard
So#g  (133)  and  to  use  a  well  known
title, Dc Prorty#dz.s  `Out of the depths'
(130).    As    all    Psalms,    they    are
passionate,  but in this  case  often in  a
most  gentle  way.  In  his  commentary
on the Prayer Book, Chief Rabbi Hertz
said of this collection:  `7lfeey arc sfeorj,
the   u,tterance   of  a  single   thought,
feeling  or hope  and are  of exceeding
beauty. They form a Psalter within a
Psalter,  speaking the language of the
people and revealing a sweet, childlike
spirit   Of  devotion.'   This   ±s   not   a
comprehensive   assessment   of  the

songs; some are far from childlike. But
Hertz's    statement    does    convey
excellently one of their main features,
that  quietude  and  confidence  which
tends  to  become more marked  as  the
collection progresses to what we could
call a climax. There is an ascent of the
spirit in the arrangement of these songs
which must have had an effect on those
who long ago sung them as a group.

They  are  popular  religious  songs,•mdeed  `speaking  the  language  Of the

pcap/c'.  Hertz  does  regard  them  as
pilgrimage songs, sung on the way up
to  Jerusalem  and,  anticipating  Tony
Blair,  dubs them  `The People's  Song
Book'.  The  concept  of pilgrimage  is
more     readily      associated     with
Christianity in the Middie Ages, when
immense     pious     journeys     were
undertaken   to   Rome,   Jerusalem,
Canterbury and the shrine of St. James
at    Santiago    do    Compostella    in
Northern  Spain.  Not  only  would  the
pilgrims    tell    stories    to    amuse
themselves  on  the  way,  they  would
sing  songs.  ALL  Pesach,  Shavuot  and
Sz{ccof, Jews made similar journeys of
religious  devotion  to  Jerusalem  from
all directions, until they reached as near
as  possible  the  Holy  of Holies.  Why
not a Pilgrims' or People's Song Book
that may have evolved over time until
the final authorised edition? Songs for
singing  on  the  way,  even  originally
improvised  by  pilgrims  as  the  rough
style of some  songs  might suggest.  It
has  been  claimed  that  the  pilgrims
bringing  their  first  fruits  at  Sfeczv#of
sang  these  songs  as  they  made  their
way  to  the  Temple  (Israel  Lipschiz:
rzrcrcf yz.srczcJ/.  Or did they sing them
in   particular   within   the   Temple
precinct itself?

In the Talmud, an actual association
is made of the songs  with part of the
Temple.   In  adz.sfe7tczfe   Sz4cco£   (5:4)   it
states that the flight of fifteen curved
stairs  /"cz'cz/o£/  leading  up  fi.om  the
Court of the Women to the Court of the
Israelites  correspond  to  the  fifteen
So"gs  a/ Ascc#fs  in  the  Psalms.  The
Levites, without number it is claimed,
used  the  steps  as  a bandstand  during
the water drawing ceremony of Sz4cco£.
In  A4z.ddczfe   (2:5),   which  records  the
measurements and ground plan of the
Temple, it states that the Levites would
sing on the steps although no particular
occasion or songs  are mentioned. The
steps are only connected with the songs
in  number.  The  water  drawing  ritual
and  the  way  the  steps   were  used
ceremonially is also described in some
detail in the Mz.sfe7iczfe, But though there
is  an  echo  of Psalm  123  at one  point
and the singing of at least a verse from
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In the Talmud, an actual association is made
Of the songs with part of. the Temple.

J73 Mishnah Succot /5..4/ I.Z sZczzes Zfeczf
thf f light Of f if iteen cawed stai,rs (r"' a,horf)

leading ap from the Court Of the Women to the
Court Of_the Israelites correspond to the fifiteen

Songs Of Ascedts in the Psalms.
Psalm   128   as  the  crowd  began  to
disperse,   both   of   these   numbers
seemed to be  `off stairs'. So is there a
reason for translating the title as `Songs
of the Steps'  that could point to more
than a coincidence of number?

Internal  evidence  gives  some  clues
to  a  possible  use  connected  with  the
stairs.  At  different  points  there  is  a
personal  note  which  could  indicate  a
leader and a dialogue. The songs here
and  there  are to  do  with blessing  and
an  actual  form of blessing  constitutes
the last words of the collection. It could
be that there is  a deliberate pattern to
the   arrangement   of  the  collection.
Dividing  the  Psalms  into  threes,  the
first in each group seems to be a song
of suffering, exile, and alienation. The
second  generally  seems  to  be  about
renewed  confidence  and  hope.  The
third is either a Jerusalem song or about
a  spiritual  ultimate  destination,  about

actually being there. But this  `pattem'
does not hold for the last group Of three
which  in  varying  ways  are  all  about
`being  there'.  In  addition  there  is  the

feeling of a mounting certainty.
But were they intended for a specific

use connected with those steps? Let us
bring    together    all    the    various
suggestions about the songs' origin and
title  in  a flight  of fancy  based  on the
assumption  that  the  association  with
the   grand   staircase   is   more   than
whimsical  coincidence.  Can  we  not
imagine  a  ceremony  that  had  almost
disappeared from memory by the time
the  Mz.sfe#czfe  was  composed?  Let  us
guess  at  a  ceremony  of welcome  by
Temple  people  for pilgrims.  We  can
visualise male pilgrims ascending the
steps,  with  a leader at their head.  As
they  mount  the  steps  they  pause  on
each  and  sing  a  Song  for  that  Step
expressing  in  groups  their  exile,  the
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hope that led them on pilgrimage and
their  bliss  at  being  there.  Maybe  the
Levites  are  also  there  playing   and
singing  response  lines  in  a dialogue.
It is evening and priests at the top of
the stairs respond to the greetings  of
the  pilgrims  and  bless  them.  To  be
sure, what with Levites playing away,
priests welcoming and a decent sized,
well  laden  delegation  of  pilgrims
pushing upwards, it makes for a very
crowded   scene.   Using   the   most
sensible  estimate  of  the  area  of  the
steps,   this   vision  could  be  a  very
crowded   one.   But   what   was   the
Temple if not a place of holy chaos?

Why  the  Songs  of Ascents?  Why
not     `collected     together     for     a
Ceremony of the Steps, a ceremony of
greeting   and   blessing   in   which
pilgrims could express exile, hope and
being there'? A gradual and episodic
ceremonial  process  at  the  end  of  a
long  and  difficult  journey.  On  that
topmost  step  they  have reached their
destination and the final words of the
Songs  of the  Step  (Psalm  134):  Mczy
the Lord bless you from Zion.  He the
maker of heaven and earth.  Shir Ha-
Maalot 1

RABBI  HENRY  GOLDSTEIN  wczs  bor#  I.H
Dagenham,   Essex  and  has  in  the  past  been
Minister  at  Finchley  Roform Synagogue.  He is
currently  Rabbi  at  South  West  Essex  Reform
Synagogue.
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A ¢ERJVAN CHRISTIAN

LOOKS FOR JEWS

Dieter Krabbe

WhhSeT:n:::du:nft:;w¥Ea::::n#i
life  is  not just  about  abstract  things,
colourless  theory,  mere  speculation.
Rather,   it  is  this-world  orientated,
practical  and concrete.  "Not the study
is  the  main  thing"  says  the  Talmud,
"but the  doing"  (Pirke  Avot  1:16).  In

meeting  Jews,  alongside  the  sense  of
the  practical,  the  this-worldly,  there
awakens within me at the same time an
uncommon,  liberating  relationship  to
the  Bible,  the  history  book  of  the
people   of  Israel,   filled   with   the
experience  of God and their life,  this
unique   religious   document  that  I
encounter  more  and  more  with  deep
respect.   I   discover   in   the   Bible
something like the "memory of Israel"
(W.  Raupach), their history with God
and God's history with them -through
the development of the Bible, through
the Talmud, through the discussion of
the rabbis and their pupils of our own
day.  For  me,  the  deeper  I  go  in  the
Jewish  interpretation,   the  more  it
seems, as Elie Wiesel once described it
"I am sulTounded by them, the teaching

from the past and today, I follow them
over  mountains   and  seas   into  the
Promised    Land,    to    Galilee,    to
Jerusalem."    I    take    part    in    the
discussions  about  God and humanity,
hear   their   ancient   but   still   fresh
opinions,  consider  it,  move  it  in  my
heart.   Of  those  who  over  time  are
bound  together  through  the  work  of
Scriptures, none dares to say:  "I have
it, I have grasped it!" Each one knows
that it is not the searching, the leaming
that  is  the  main  point  but  the  doing.
Studying and pondering that does not
lead  to  actions  of love  and  mercy  is
pointless.

Coming   to   this   new   liberating
approach  to  the  Bible  was  a  long
journey.  I will mention a few stations
along this way.
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I knew it from childhood: first as the
children's  Bible by Anne  de Vries.  It
was read to me evenings in bed. Under
the bed covers I looked at the beautiful
pictures with a flashlight. I saw myself
on the side of David when he showed
Goliath "there is a power greater than
you,  my  friend!"  David  and  Moses,
Abraham   and   Noah,    Sarah   and
Deborah -respect before their stories,
respect  before  this  biblical  source  of
experience  affects  me  till  today.  The
open Bible in the church at my northern
German home, there on the border with
"reform"  Holland,  this  ancient  book

bore  the  weight  of a  living  word,  a
voice that came from afar,  across the
sea, strange and distant, and yet always
and  ever mysteriously near,  intimate,
touching,  awakening,  comforting  the
heart. "Taste and see how friendly the
Lord is" (Psalm 34:9).

What did I know about Jews? How
could I, a ten-year-old, enthusiastically
engaged   in   the   Sunday   morning
children's  service,  imagine  a  young
Jew of the same age far away? There
were no more of them alnongst us. The
first     Jews     that     I     consciously
experienced  I  met  in  my  studies  in
1982  in  Mtinster.   At  that  time  my
evangelical reform church explored for
the  first  time  the  question  of Israel,
produced   "guidelines"    in   which
concrete  ideas  were  explored  about
"repentance and renewal" with regards

to  the  Jewish  people.  Neither  in  the
communities,      kindergartens      or
children's services, nor in religion and
confirmation education had we spoken
for  a   long  time   about  where  we
Christians have our roots.

So what did I know as a schoolboy
about  Jews?  The  Pharisees  were  the
"baddies" with whom Jesus had a long-

standing  quarrel.  My  friend  used  to
hear  in  the  children's  service  only
about John the  Devil  [Teufel]  instead
of the Baptist  [Taufer],  and the name
Judas  I  linked  with  the  wicked  Jews
who had put our Saviour on the cross.
Ivhat did I know instead about Judaism
that had arisen out of the ashes of this
century?  Of the  joyful  celebrations?
What  did  I  know  about  the  State  of
Israel? Moreover that it had something
to do with the Bible? What did I know
anyway about the roots of my faith?

In  CV]M   (Christlicher   Verein
J#7cger  A4e#scfee#  -  YMCA)  a  little
later  we  looked  for  Christ  in  the
Scripture.  Christ was no  Jew, but the
one who had superseded, marking the
end   of  Judaism,   this   rigid,   long
overtaken  "religion  of  law"  with  its
merciless,  angry God - that was how
the church had always taught. But the

land, with which I was bound through
the wonderful biblical stories, the land,
in  which  Jesus  and  the  mothers  and
fathers   of   faith   had   lived,   was
Palestine,   Philistine   land,   as   the
Romans had made the point with this
mocking  name.   They  had  rightly
triumphed, for the Jews had executed
the Saviour of mankind. The fact that
on the territory of this old Palestine a
state called Israel that was both a home
and  a  refuge  had  newly  come  into
being  -  who  made  theological  sense
out of this?

Theology  studies  brought  me  no
radical search for origins. Living Jews,
whether  in  Israel  or  in  Germany,
played   virtually   no   role   in   my
education.   One   spoke  about  Jews
mostly  in  the  past  tense.  Who  was
aware of the fact that beside Christian
interpretation of the Bible there was a
broad   rabbinical   tradition?   Jews
appeared  when  it  was  necessary  to
prove that the light that appeared over
our earth with Jesus had placed them
all in the shadows.

But  through  the journeys  to  Israel
that  were  made  possible  through  my
Jewish acquaintances in Mtinster, there
opened before me the rich variety,  of
contemporary  Jewish  life  that  sprang
out of the ancient roots. I also came to
know  there  the  disconcerting  side  of
Judaism,  secular and so-called atheist
Jews. "I disobeyed the old faith", says
Albert Friedlander, a rabbi in London.
``1 have less trust in human beings, but

more trust in God. Moreover I believe
in a God who gives us freedom - even
to  do  evil.  We  are  no  robots,  we  are
always capable of doing evil. We need
God  and  must  pray  more."  Through
people  like  Albert  Friedlander  I  felt
that Jews leant to live with unresolved
questions,  to  doubt  God  but  not  to
despair.

This year the State of Israel has just
celebrated  its  51st  anniversary;   "4"
yz.srcze/  Cfeczz../ "  "The  people  of Israel
lives!" This was not anticipated in the
teachings  of the  church,  that  in  this
small land between the Mediterranean
and  Jordan  once  again  a  blossoming
Jewish   collective   existence   could
appear,  democratic  and  challenging,
much too secular and not so pious as it
was supposed to be.  The visits to this
land that I knew since  childhood and
yet  did  not  know,  the  extraordgivary
encounters there, also the contactstwith
local  Christians  and Muslims,  helped
me  to  remember  the  Jewish  roots  of
my faith. I can no longer separate the
heavenly  Jerusalem  from the  earthly,
my  faith  from  testing  it  out  in  daily
life.   I  emphasise  this  joy  so   as  to
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exclude  a particular  suspicion:  at  the
beginning  of my  new  thinking  there
should have been  a guilty  conscience
about  Jews.   This  was  particularly
foreign to me for a long time. No, in
the beginning I stood in a quite naive
joy before God, the God of Abraham,
Isaac   and   Jacob   with   whom   we
Christians  are  forever bound through
Jesus.   I   count  myself  sometimes
among those people  about whom the
prophet Zachariah said: "In those days
ten  people  from  the  nations  of  all
languages will come and take hold of a
Jew by the comer of his garments and
say:  We wish to go with you,  for we
hear that God is with you." (Zachariah
8:23).

The business  about  guilt about the

irrmensely long.
But if today, we acknowledge Jesus

as  a  "real  person"  we  would  accept
him as a Jew. How difficult that still is
for us can be seen with a glance at the
education  books,  at  the  materials  in
schools  and  communities.  Time  and
again  we  still  "take  over"  Jesus  and
separate him from his Jewish soil.

I will relate this to a story that took
place in Berlin during the Third Reich:

David, a young Jewish man, was
placed   with   Christian   foster
parents  to  protect  him  from  the
death    camps    of   the    Nazis.
Christmas  comes,  the  crib  is  set
up.  With  ox  and  ass,  Mary  and
Joseph  and  also  the  child  in  the
crib.   One   day  the  Jesus   child

For me Jews and Christians are siblings,
children Of one God still separated,

distanced from one another.
Jews came somewhat later. First I had
only seen a number: it was on the arm
of  a  Jewish  acquaintance  who  had
survived Auschwitz and who till today
keeps  a  slice  of bread  and a glass  of
water on the table beside her bed. She
had welcomed me in a most heartfelt
way in M{inster and introduced me to
living Judaism at first hand. Moreover
she  sent me  to  her children  in  Israel.
But as to the question what we, Jews
and Christians, owed each other in love
and understanding after a long history
of "unmeeting", as Martin Buber once
named it, through Christian arrogance
and indifference, that was the fruit of a
long  and  painful  consideration.  I  felt
that I, too, as a child of the fifties, was
not  released  from  the  responsibility,
that there is something like ``collective
responsibility" that does not disappear,
that  is   to   do   with   concrete  rein-
embering,  with  remembrance  of the
suffering  of the  victims.  One  single
Jewish fate was enough, and it opened
the whole breadth of the horror. Since
then  I  have  met  many  Jews  and  by
many  of them  experienced  in  a  way
Jesus' words about loving your enemy,
something  that no  Christian  has  ever
taught me.

What  do  I  learn  from  the  meeting
with Jews? To lean to recognise and
treasure   my   own   roots.   When   I
separate  myself  from  them  I   lose
myself.  Already  the  young  church
shortly  after  Jesus  tried  to  separate
itself from its roots  so  as to obtain its
own  identity.  The  chain  of negative
images of Judaism that have developed
in  the  course   of  the  years   seems
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disappears.  No  trace.   Has  little
David  stolen  it?  No,  he  didn't
make  the  Jesus  disappear.  The
other  Christian  children  protest
that  it  wasn't  them.  Only  after  a
long discussion did David say:  "I
hid the  Jesus  child".  "But  why?"
Astonished faces. David responds:
"He is also a Jewish child the Nazis

could  take  away,  so  I  wanted  to
rescue him."
Jesus is not simply "our Jesus",  he

belongs  to  another  people,  lived  in
another land. He had a Jewish mother,
spoke Aramaic and Hebrew, knew the
Bible well, the tales of the mothers and
fathers of his people, prayed with the
words  of the Psalms,  was  at home in
synagogue and temple,  celebrated the
Festivals and memorial days with his
friends and family. He shared the hope
in   the   kingdom   of  God   and   the
resurrection   of   the    dead   to    an
everlasting  life.   Two-thirds   of  our
Christian Bible belongs to his people,
our  so-called  "Old  Testament".  The
thoughts  that  it  shares  with  us  about
the origins and hopes of our earth, of
peoples  and human beings,  about the
experience of God and of life, no one
can tease  out.  I  dream that  Jews  and
Christians  through the  Jew  Jesus  can
find one another anew, in an ecumene
that bears this title in the broadest sense
and whose power for peace will be  a
blessing for the peoples.

Clearly there  are  great reservations
in the way of such an open encounter
between Christians and Jews. There are
numerous   cliches   and  prejudices,
mistrust and suspicions on both sides.

We still bear a past that cannot and will
not fade away.  But something new is
also  growing:  the  willingness  to  hear
and learn.

Do  we know how Jews  live?  How
they   celebrate  their  festivals   and
memorial  days?  Do  we  know  the
power that  derives  from S7zczbzt¢z  and
from the  Ten  Days  of Repentance  in
the  autumn?  What  meaning  do  Zion
and Jerusalem have, the land of Israel
and  the  Messiali,  for  the   14  million
Jews on this earth?

In  the  meeting  with  Jews  I  would
like  to  lean  how  to  take  the  Bible
seriously   as   a   book   of  life   and
experience.  I  suffer  greatly  that  in
many places no Jewish neighbours live
with   whom   I   could   come    into
conversation. But there are good books
on   the   theme.   It   is   possible   to
experience  in  Israel  Judaism  at  first
hand;     there     are     organisations
established for understanding between
Christians and Jews.

As a Christian I can no longer read
the Bible without Jewish commentary
and  I  want  to  understand  it  more
deeply. That applies also to the part of
my  Christian  Bible  that  we  call  the
"New  Testament".  For  me  Jews  and

Christians are siblings, children of one
God still separated, distanced from one
another.  To  some  extent they are  still
in   conflict,   weighed   down   with
prejudices  and  lack  of  knowledge.
Both  live  in  a  different  relationship
with  God.  But  they  have  a  shared
destiny: to allow their light to shine.

Above  all  in  Jerusalem,  where  I
stayed for some time, I leaned to take
seriously another brother and another
sister: the Muslims. It is right today to
broaden  the  conversation  that  has
already  begun  between  Jews   and
Christians,  and  to  ask,  what  is  the
message  that  Islam  has  for  the  two
older siblings. Faced by a world where
we try more and more to lose sight of
and live without God, we are all called
in the concrete reality of encounter to
learn, to hear, to stand in each other's
place   and  when  the  time  is  right
together to make a start.

The Talmud allows Rabbi Tarfon to
say:  "It  is  not  for us  to  complete  the
task neither are we free to set it aside."
To begin, that is enough. To dream of
great  things  that  is  enough  for  the
beginning.  We  must  dream  and  we
must try to fulfil the dreams that God
alone awakes in us .

DIETER KRABBE, bor7] z.# /9Jj, !.a f%e Parsfor
of St Martha 's church in Nuremberg. He worked
from  1987-1989  as  a Pastor in Jerusalem  and
plays   a   leading  role   in  Jewish-Christian
dialogue in Germany.
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WILLIAM ROTHENSTEIN

Julia Weiner

N      MY      LAST      ARTICLE
for A4HIVIV4 0Vo 58 January 1998),I wrote  about  the  exhibition  of

`Jewish Art and Antiquities' that was

held at the Whitechapel Art Gallery in
1906. Amongst the artists represented
in   this    exhibition   was   William
Rothenstein, whose paintings of ` Jews
at  their  Devotions'   inspired  by  the
community  of the  Machzike  Hadass
Synagogue  in  Spitalfields,  received
the  highest  praise  from  art  critics  at
the  time.   Rothenstein  produced  a
series of eight major paintings of this
subject,  examples  of which  can now
be found in the Tate Gallery, London,
Manchester     City     Art     Gallery,
Cartwright Hall, Bradford, as well as
public  galleries  in  Johannesburg  and
Melboume.  In  addition,  preparatory
sketches are also highly prized around
the  world,  and  one  pastel  is  in  the
National   Gallery  in  Canada.   The
Sternberg   Centre   for  Judaism   is
therefore  delighted  to  announce  that
due  to  the  generosity  of the  heirs  of
Redcliffe  and  Nina  Salaman,  one  of
the paintings from the series is now on
long  term  loan  to  the  Manor  House
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Society and is on permanent display in
the entrance foyer.

In   his    biography    of   William
Rothenstein,  Robert  Speaight  wrote
` One must never forget (Rothenstein' s)

predominantly Jewish ancestry, though
he often appeared to forget it himself.'
Rothenstein  was  born  in  Bradford  in
1872,   the   fifth   child   of  Moritz
Rothenstein,  a  textile  merchant  who
had been born near Hamelin but who
emigrated  to  England  in   1859   and
settled in Bradford.  Moritz became  a
Unitarian,  though  he  continued  to
support  the  local  Jewish  community,
but his wife Bertha refused to convert
and  insisted  that  her  children  attend
synagogue regularly. Apparently, they
disliked  these  services,  and  during  a
summer   holiday   in   Scarborough,
young Williani fell under the spell of a
young  evangelist  from  Oxford  who
held children's  services on the beach.
He  had  himself baptised  but,  despite
this,     when     his     13th     birthday
approached, his mother insisted that he
be Bar Mitzvah.

Speaight describes the incident that
ensued. `William urged his unshakable

belief  in  the  Trinity,  and  refused  to
learn  the  Hebrew  words  which  the
occasion  required.   These  were  then
written out for him in English, but he
fimly believed that Christ would not
allow him to utter what he held to be
untrue.  Rather than that, William felt
sure,  he  would  appear  in  person  and
support him in his refusal. ..But nothing
happened. Willialn went up and spoke
the words before the rabbi, wondering
how   Heaven   could   permit   such
impiety.   This   experience...left  him
with a general respect for the religious
impulse  and a general  conviction that
no one religious system was better than
another. '

Following this episode, Rothenstein
seems  to  have  little  contact  with  the
Jewish  community  for  a  number  of
years,  though  he  did  have  Jewish
friends.   After   leaving     Bradford
Grammar  School,  he  studied  at  the
Slade  School  of Art  in  London  for  a
year  but  in   1889,   met   Solomon   J.
Solomon,   a   successful   artist   and
practising  Jew,  who,  critical  of  the
teaching at the Slade, suggested that he
should  study  instead  in  Paris,  even
writing to William's father to gain his
permission.  Rothenstein  stayed  four
years  in  the  French  capital  before
retuning to London.

It  was   another  member  of  the
Solomon family who was responsible
for  introducing  Rothenstein  to  the
Machzike  Hadass  Synagogue  which
was  to  provide  such  inspiration  for
him. In  1903, after a business meeting
with Solomon's solicitor brother, they
visited  the   synagogue  which  the
solicitor   felt   Rothenstein   should
experience. His reaction is recorded in
his autobiography. ` Here were subj ects
Rembrandt  would  have  painted...the
like of which I never thought to have
seen  in  London.  I  was  very  excited;
why  had  no   one  told  me  of  this
wonderful  place?   Somehow  I  must
arrange to work here.'

Rothenstein  showed  his  lack  of
knowledge of Judaism by enquiring if
he  could work in the  synagogue,  and
was swiftly informed that it was against
the  law.   Indeed,  the   congregation
suspected him of being a missionary.
However,  with  the  help  of East  End
Jewish  artist  Alfred  Wolmark,  he
found `a few good-for-nothing rogues'
who agreed to sit for him for payment.
Realising that they would not leave the
East  End  and  travel  to  his  studio  in
Hampstead, he took a studio in Spital
Square where he worked for the next
three  years.  His  family  and  friends
were  not  very  happy  with  his  new
interest  in  Judaism.  His  non-Jewish
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wife    Alice    was     `not    properly
enthusiastic  about  the  scheme'   and
Max  Beerbohm,   one  of  his  closest
ffiends, produced caricatures of him as
a  rabbi  or  the  Messiah.  Some  of his
Chelsea  friends  appear  to  have  been
slightly embarrassed by his work, as is
suggested in his comment in a letter to
Ellie van Hoffinan, the wife of a fellow
artist to whom he wrote `1 am painting
only  Jews  all  the  time.  That  may  be
distasteful  to  you,  dear Ellie,  but  our.
children are very clean and I shave two
or three times a week'.

The  painting  now  at the  Stemberg
Centre is entitled `The Talmud School'
and was one of the earliest works in the
series to be completed. It was exhibited
in  1904 at the annual exhibition of the
New   English   Art   Club   where   it
received  glowing  reviews  from  the
/ewz.sfe  Cfero#z.c/e.  `The bearded faces
are  splendidly  drawn,  the  light  effect
being   very   fine...the   folds   of  the
fcz//I.sz."  are  well  draped.  It  is  natural
that  a  subject that  recalls  Rembrandt
would have suggested the striking use
of light and  shade'.  The painting was
probably   bought    soon    after   by
Redcliffe and Nina Salaman, who were
friends  of the  artist,  for  when  it  was
next exhibited at the 1906 exhibition at
Whitechapel Art Gallery, it was loaned
by   them.   Again,   it   attracted   the
attention  of the  /ewis%  Cfero#z.c/e  art
critic    who    was    struck    by    the
concentration   in   the   faces   of  the
various  figures.   `This  is  not  a  large
picture, but is particularly beautiful -
the  play  of light  of the  candles  upon
the grave faces of the students who are
seated  at  the  table  each  immersed  in
his own volume, having a wonderfully
fine  effect.'  Earlier  in  1906,  the  Tate
had considered purchasing one  of the
series   `Aliens   at   Prayer',   but   had
decided   against   it,   allowing   the
National Gallery of victoria, Australia,
to  step  in  and  buy  it.  Following  the
exhibition, another of the paintings was
finally accepted for the Tate,  the  first
of  Rothenstein's  works  to  enter  our
national collection. If it had not already
been   in   a  private   collection,   `The
Talmud School' could well havejoined
the   other   paintings   in   a   public
collection.

The  models  who  appear  in   `The
Talmud  School'  can  also  be  found  in
other  Paintings  from  the  series,  in
particular the  aforementioned  `Aliens
at  Prayer'   in  which  the  three  men
seated at the table   reappear together.
Rothenstein  had  asked to  borrow  the
silver  from  the  synagogue,  but  the
wardens refused to lend it, even for a
short time. This forced Rothenstein to
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`It is not the

picturesque
possibilities

o/tallisim cz72d

Pkylacteries that
appeal to me.
I have even
left them out

where I should
have painted

them.
What appeals
to me is the

devotion Of the
Jew.

It is that that I have
endeavoured to

put on the canwas ~
the spirit Of Israel
that animates the
worshippers, not

the outward
trappings Of the

ritual.,

concentrate on the intensity of religious
devotion taking place in his paintings
rather than  on  detailed  renderings  of
textiles  and  silver  that  had  attracted
earlier artists to scenes of Jewish ritual.
Rothenstien  admitted  as  much  in  an
interview with the ./ewisfe Cfero;tz.c/e in
1906.    `It   is   not   the   picturesque
possibilities        of        Zcz//z.sz.77!        and
phylacteries that appeal to me.  I have
even left them out where I should have
painted  them.  What  appeals  to  me  is
the devotion of the Jew. It is that that I
have endeavoured to put on the canvas
- the spirit of Israel that animates the
worshippers, not the outward trappings
of the ritual. '

Rothenstein's    new    interest    in
Judaism did not stop with the paintings.
The  /ei4/irA   Cfero#z.c/e  noted  that  he
actually joined  the  Machzike  Hadass
Synagogue,    and   after   he   began

working in the East End, he also took
great  interest in the  careers  of young
artists in the area, beginning with Jacob
Epstein to whom he made a grant, thus
enabling  him  to  stay  in  England  and
not return to New York to his parents
who  were  set  against  his  choice  of
career.       Epstein's       grant      was
administered      by       the       Jewish
Educational     Aid     Society,     and
Rothensteinjoinedtheirartcommittee,
ensuring that a grant was made to Mark
Gertler who was initially turned down
by  the  society.  Later,  Gertler  was  to
write to Rothenstein that he has `never
ceased to  feel thankful to you for the
way you received me at that time and
for what you did. It was for me perhaps
one of the most wonderful experiences
in  my  life.'   Rothenstein  also   took
interest  in  the  situation  in  Palestine,
and   in   1917,   wrote   to   the  Jewz.sfo
Cfero#z.c/c  suggesting  they  organise  a
sale of pictures in order to raise money
for  the  Jews  of Palestine  `at  present
suffering from all accounts intolerable
evils' and pledging his support.

Later  in  life,  Rothenstein  seems  to
have  distanced  himself slightly  from
the Jewish community, as is suggested
by  the  fact  that  the /ewz.s%  Cfero7€z.c/e
did   not   publish   an   obituary.   He
nevertheless  enjoyed  great  success  in
his  career.  He  was  made  Principal  of
the  Royal  College  of Art  in  1920,  a
position he  held  for  15  years,  he  was
knighted  in   1931,   and   served  as   a
Trustee  for  the  Tate  Gallery  for  a
number of years.  He served as a War
Artist in both world wars, and after his
death in  1945, a Memorial Exhibition
was  organised  at  the  Tate  Gallery.
Three  of his  children  followed  in  his
footsteps,    his    son    Michael    and
daughter Betty both becoming  artists,
though probably best  known  was  his
eldest son John who became Director
of the Tate.

Rothenstein  may  not  have  been  a
practising Jew, and although his eight
paintings of `Jews at their Devotions'
only took three years  of his  life,  they
are   amongst   the   most   important
paintings   depicting   Jewish   ritual
painted by an Anglo-Jewish artist. The
Stemberg Centre therefore recognises
its fortune in being able to display this
painting of museum quality, and thanks
the   heirs   of  Redcliffe   and   Nina
Salaman for their support .

mLIA WE:INER studied at St Edmund  Hall,
Oxf;ord and the Courtauld Institute Of Art and is
now in charge Of the Education Department at
the Courtauld Gallery. She is also the art critic
for the Jewish Chionicte and in  1998 was part-
time Visual Arts Director at the Sternberg Centre
for Judaism.
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MANY         IMAGES         OF
Jewishness   surround   us.
Some have labels: Orthodox,

Reform,    Conservative    and    Re-
constructionist. Other images are given
names:  Zionist,  Secularist,  or  Theist.
The age-old question is what not who
is a Jew. In fact, this attempt to ID me
or any other Jew may  or may not be
dependable.  Labels  and  names  are
often  no  more  and no  less  than  self-
asserted clues to a person's desire for
social status or evidence of affiliations
in   which   group-think    and   peer
approved life-styles become  security-
blankets.

In this environment, the `sacred we'
of  collective  Jewish  life   tends   to
suppress  the   `unique  me'   of  a  self-
actualised Jew. Jewish group loyalty is
identified  as  the  most  dynamic  and
meaningful context in which to express
piety   and  experience  sacred  time,
conditions    that    may    validate    a
particular  group's  ability  to   `sell  its
product'   but  have   no   substantive
relation  to  ways  in  which  a  Jewish
person develops a `useful Jewish self' .

Throughout  our  history,  we  Jews
have  developed  an  attitude   about
defining Jewishness. We shy from the
challenge, because it' s risky business;
many    would    say,    cfe#fzpczfe.    For
whatever the results, some critics will
label the views simplistic while others
will  describe  the  information  as  too
academic.

Consequently,  the  common  folk  -
you  know,   Jews   whose   ancestors,
women, men and children, are reported
to have stood at Mt. Sinai and received
the Torah - conclude,  "Jewish life is
best       managed       by       experts".
Unfortunately,      the      "Judaisms"
promoted by experts rarely facilitate or
enable. Instead they become additional
stumbling  blocks  to  an  individual's
personal   attempts   at  developing   a
Jewish ego.

I  now  believe  that  if  a  Jew  really
wants  to  have  a  meaningful  Jewish
identity,  he/she must first  assume,  as
did  the  Polish  educator,   humanist,
child-advocate  and  Holocaust  martyr
Janusz Korczak, that the "quiet acting
out of inner convictions" may prove to
be   antithetical  to  "affirmations  of
doctrinal loyalties".

Secondly, I - removed from images
and  image  makers  -  must  discover
what I really believe about the nature
of  Jewish  identity.   Am  I  a  mirror
reflection of the Jew created by outside
observers?  Can  I  be  a  Jew  without
personifying  those  perennial  values
that     have     become     hallmarks,
romantically or realistically, of Jewish
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character?     Are     biography     and
nationality     the    only     consistent
attributes of my Jewishness?

The process is a lonely activity, yet
the  Jew  who  like  the  biblical  Jacob
wrestles  with both  `now'  and  `future'
will        ultimately        acquire        a
`consciousness  of  freedom'  that  will

energise  answers  to  the  poet Chayim
Nachim Bialik' s questions, Who am I?
what am I?

I have found great comfort, as well
as  challenge,  in  Labour-Zionist  and
journalist Berl Katznelson' s concept of"revolutionary  constructivism".   We

members  of the post-Holocaust,  State
of  Israel,   global   village  era,   must
exercise a reverence for the Judaisms
of the past as well as a new Jewish way
of   life   that   will   promote,   often
radically,  the  creative  survival  of A77?
yz.srczc/ in a global age.

This    process    involves    me    in
describing  a  model  of  religious  and
humanistic  Jewish  identity   which,
while  respecting  aspects  of  existing
categories   of  Judaism,  finds  them
inadequate for modem Jews. I describe
my Jewishness as Universal Judaism -
an  expression  of  assertive  reverence
rather than contemplative spirituality.

Universal Judaism implies reverence
for:
•      God-as-Process,  the  potential  for

redemption.

•      Torah, classic Jewish texts and the
lifelong process of education.

•      Israel  as  Am  Ked„sfeczfe,  a  people
required   to   be   advocates    of
prophetic idealism.

•      A4edi.7iczf yz.srtzcJ, the state oflsrael

as  Jewish  haven  and  communal
model of Jewish continuity.

•      Experiences designed to celebrate
sacred  time  -  festivals  and  life-
cycle events - as an expression of
Jewish self-awareness.

•      Individuals living as exemplars of

perennial Jewish values.
•      Jewish values that promote rz.kk#7t

Afsmz.,  repair  of  self,  and  rz.kkz4#
O/czm - universal repair.

•      Institutions  that safeguard  Jewish
survival.

•      Creation      and      a      protected
environment.

•      Intellect,    when    dedicated    to
improving   and  preserving   the
quality of human life.

Although   most  humanists   seem
dedicated to either excluding, mocking
or suppressing the word God, there is
no doubt in my lnind that "God, Torah
and Israel are One". But if Judaism is
to  inspire  the  reverence  of  future
generations, Jewish God-talk must be
transformed   into   dogma   that   is
universally  applicable.  Remembering
that God is the incomparable name for
the  redemptive  process,  Universal
Judaism promotes the belief that...
•        God   is   the   Opportunity   for

Messianic Existence, a reality to
be     experienced     as     safety,
integrity,      peace,      freedom,
wisdom, confidence and justice.
Images   of  God,   described  in
classic  Jewish  texts,   should  be
activist    models    for    human
imitation. Imitating God-images,
such as Creator, Judge, Giver of
Torah and Redeemer, is evidence
of  a  person's   commitment  to
ultimate  Jewish  ideals.   These
include:      making      righteous
judgements, caring for the fallen
and sick,  freeing  captives,  being
a  `rock'   of  salvation  for  others
and a source of truth.
Individuals, conditioned by their
belief in God as the Opportunity
for Messianic Existence, have the
capacity  to  redeem  themselves,
others and the world.
Believing  in  God  requires  the
rejection       of      idolatry       -
transforming personal needs into
guarantors of gratification.
Worshipping  and  talking  about
God    dramatises    goals     and
competencies,   in  private   and
communal   settings,   that   are
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hallmarks of Judaism' s pursuit of
a messianic era.

A  quick  review  of  current  events
validates  the  words  of Vaclav  Havel,
"The  planetary  civilisation  to  which

we all belong confronts us with global
challenges.  We  stand  helpless  before
them  because   our  civilisation   has
essentially globalised only the surface
of our lives." Ours is, therefore, a time
of  great  anxiety.  Nevertheless,  if  we
accept  the  wisdom  of  the  preceding
observations,  our age  offers  a unique
opportunity for Jews and Judaism.

As    `chosen'   people,   Jews   can
`choose'   to   reach  back  into   their

prophetic past and become exemplars
of  universalism,   globalism   with   a
humanistic,  religious  spin.  Jews   as
globalists   can   use   the   focus   of
Judaism's  ancient  and  never  ending
pursuit  of  a  messianic  era  to  give
direction to this unique time in human
history.

Jews   can   use   the   internalised
hallmarks  of  their  own  survival  to
empower  all  citizens  of  the  global
village   with   insight.   Judaism  can
become the context in which all people
discover  the  meaning   of  courage,
commitment,  right,  wrong,  humility,
sacrifice, goodness, truth and justice.

It seems to  me that there  are three
distinct   types   of  global-sensitive,
Jewish  insights:  significance,  safety
and opportunity.

Individuals  can discover a sense of
significance   in   Hebrew   phrases
reflecting personal uniqueness, such as
Bitzelem Elohim -humanity ±s crea.ted
in  a  God-associated  image  -  and
ennobling  activism  as  a  product  of
a_sherkidd'shanub'mitzyotav,through
God-associated  obligations,  humanity
experiences sacred time.

Safety,  potentially,  resides  in  the
mutual   support   expressed   in   the
principle,   Ko/   yz.srczc/  Arcz.vz.in  Zcfe
Bczzcfe, each Jew is responsible for the
welfare of every Jew, and the survival
perspective  of Am  yz.s7iczc/  Cfeczz.  -  the
people of Israel lives.

Opportunity   is   guaranteed   in
fesfez4vczfe,  a chance for change, gczm Z#
L'Tovah,     optlm.ism,     Chaveirut,
friendship, Sfe!.fz6/B 'fEczczr, empathy and
Cfecfcd,  dependable lovingkindness.

Ultimately,    we   Jews    must   be
prepared  to  move  from  the  realm  of
self-interest and particularism.  I,  as  a
professional particularist,  now  realise
that,   as   Jews,   our  individual   and
collective immortality will be achieved
as  we  nurture   a  universally  useful
acceptance   of  prophetic   idealism.
Hopefully,  in the spirit of the Zionist
ideal,  the  State  of  Israel  will  be  the
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dynamic  environment  in  which  this
global change and repair will begin.

The   following   textual   dialogue
demonstrates how particularly Jewish
perspectives   are   transformed  into
universal mandates.

"Even though you, Israel, offer me -

God  - your burnt-offerings  and  your
meal-offerings, I will not accept them.
The  peace-offerings  of  your  fatted
beasts I will not look upon. Take away
from  me  the  noise  of your  hymns.  I
will  not  listen  to  the  melody  of your
harps.  But  let justice  roll  down  like
waters and righteousness like an ever-
flowing stream!" (Amos 5:21-24)

Ritual      and      rhetoric      are
inadequate.  The  daily  lives  of  all
individuals and groups must reflect
a      consistent      and      coherent
commitment     to     justice     and
righteousness.

"This is the new covenant which I,

God,  will  make  with  the  people  of
Israel ... I will put Torah within each of
them and I will  write it,  Torah,  upon
their  hearts...No  longer   shall   any
person  find  it  necessary  to  instruct
neighbour   or   kin   regarding   the
knowledge  of  God,  for  every  person
will     possess     that     knowledge."
(Jerelniah 31 :33-34)

Revelation-as-intuition        can
provide  individuals  with  unique
ways of thinking, understanding and
acting. Everyone can become a part
of the collective consciousness of the
global  village.  Each  person  can
contribute to the creative survival of
the Human Family.

"I, God, have called you the people

of Israel personified as God' s suffering
servant...for a light unto the nations, to
open eyes that are blind, bring out from
the  prison  those  who  sit  in  darkness,
loose the bonds of wickedness, let the
oppressed  go  free,  break every  yoke,
share bread with the hungry, bring the
homeless  poor  into  your  house  and
clothe   the   naked."   (Isaiah   42:6-7,
58:6-7)

All humanity has the right to be
free and endowed with the requisites
for self-determination.

"They,  all  peoples,  shall  beat  their

swords  into  ploughshares   and  their
spears into pruning hooks. Nation shall
not   lift   up   sword   against   nation.
Neither  shall   they   experience   war
anymore.   Every   person   shall   sit
beneath  a  private  vine  and  fig  tree,
unafraid." (Micah 4:3-4)

Peace,  collective  and  personal,
requires total disarmament and safe,
personal space."When  the  child  has  done  what  is

lawful and right and has been careful

to observe all my, God's, statutes, that
person shall surely live. Only the soul
that sins  shall die.  The child shall not
suffer the iniquity of the parent, nor the
parent for the iniquity of the child; the
righteousness of the righteous shall be
the qualification just as the wickedness
of the wicked." (Ezekiel  18: 19-20)

Self-awareness        and        self-
improvement  is  the  reality  that
makes  collective  righteousness  a
possibility."They that fashion  a graven image

hath fashioned a god or molten image
that  is  profitable  for  nothing...the
person,  idol  maker,  uses  some  of the
piece of wood for a warming fire, some
for cooking and the residue is used to
make a graven image. ..this person falls
down before the idol and says, `Deliver
me for you are my god' ."

Truth is a non-negotiable trait of
personal and collective existence. It
is a judgement based on the use of
reasoned intellect.

"Mountains   cannot  interact,  but

people can meet." (Talmud)
Universal Judaism is not a recipe for

the   overnight   fulfilment   of   our
people's historic mission. Yet, it strives
to set forth principles that will enable
every citizen of the world to proclaim
to one another:

Trust me.
Give me time to be alone.
Enjoy time together with me.
Be my loyal friend.
Admire my talents.
Nurture my safety.
Recognise my disabilities.
Respect my uniqueness.
Encourage my potentialities.
Be gentle with me.
Express your feelings toward me

with assertive honesty.
Be sensitive to my insecurities.
Help me experience freedom and

Peace.
Demonstrate an informed interest

for the projects in which I am
involved.

...and depend on my willingness to
treat me  I

RABBI DR HOwARD I BOGOT, who "Oved
to  Israel  in  1996,  is  a visiting professor in  the
Beit    Berl    College    programme    for    the
c_ertif icf tion Of new immigrants  as  teachers  of
English in Israeli schools.  From  1981-1996, he
served   the   Union   of   American   Hebrew
Congregations  as  Director  for  Curriculum
Development,  the  Department  for   Religious
Education  and  Special  Projects.   During  that
period,  he  served  on  the faculties  Of Hebrew
Union  College  Jewish  Institute  Of  Religion,
Marymount  Manhattan  College  and  Fordham
University.   Professor  Bogot  is  the  author  of
sev_enteen library readers for children and inany
volumes Of curriculum and parenting resources
i;or Jewish education.
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B PRINCIPLES ARE

NOTENOUGH

OTH   RABBIS   BAYFIELD
and Marmur in their articles in
A44jvNH  63  raise  the  issue  of

the  need  or  otherwise  for  a  more
precise   programme   for   Reform,
especially in the area of practice - only
to shoot it down. I have sympathy with
the  two  UJIA  officials  who,  Rabbi
Bayfleld reports,  expressing  a certain
general frustration, wanted answers to
questions about Reform mitzvot rather
then theology.

Rabbi    Bay field    says    that    the
Covenant      authenticates      Jewish
existence,  and  that  nobody  keeps  the
613 mitzvot. He urges the need to seek
the  reasons  behind  them  and  quotes
approvingly  A.   Eisen's  criteria  for
observance - regretfully Eisen omits as
a reason the need for Kedushah, God's
presence to enter our lives through ritual
mitzvot. In short he quotes the problems
inherent in making a choice but avoids
spelling out how that leaves us.  What
should we keep?

Rabbi  Marmur propounds  a  similar
line and likes the Refomi movement as
a  familial  group,  praises  study  and
concentrates  on  Reform  principles.
Both rabbis hope presumably that from
a broadly unifying ethos, an enthusiasm
for   observance   will   grow.   They
embrace  Masorti's  motto,  ``...it  is  the
way  you  think",  which  is  good  but
insufficient.

You cannot convince with ideology
alone.       Clearly      doctrines      like
`progressive revelation'  and  ` informed

choice'  have  not  worked,  as  only  a
minority of Reform Jews keep Shabbat
and  the  festivals  with  any  precision.
Although     study     facilities     have
increased,  the  `take  up'   is  relatively
small.   Observance   of  Judaism   in
Reform  seems  to  be  equated  mainly
with synagogue service attendance.

It is true that personal observance is
insufficient  without  some  theological
backing.   But  such   observances   as
Shabbat  and  dietary  laws  can  bring
home  in  a  practical,  everyday  way  a
unique  Jewish  path  to  holiness  in
addition   to    prayer.    The    current
vagueness,  at  RSGB  movement  level,
in this area has real dangers.

New  members  will  be  attracted  by
decorous  and  dignified  services  and
ignore the more serious and demanding
dimensions.  Furthermore  it is  difficult
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to  pass  on  Judaism  to  the  younger
generation  through  theology  alone.
They need a more precise programme.
With the  proposed  growth  of Reform
Day  Schools  where  presumably  areas
like festival observance will be taught
enthusiastically,   a  programme   for
parents  is  needed  more  than  ever  as
parental non-cooperation is continually
bemoaned.

Fears have been expressed that a new
Shulchan Aruch will be created. Let us
not forget that Joseph Caro's code with
all its faults has contributed enormously
to  Jewish  religious  survival,  an  area
with which  we  are  correctly  obsessed
today  I

Rabbi Michael Leigh
Stanmore, Middx.

GAP IS CLOSING
S|:::Ab¥i::er:p%:A:#E#euf:3±et:T°w¥hi::

Jerome Karet and I wrote, in the Winter
1998  0Vo.  62)  issue  of A4HIVIV4.  But I
regret that he only gave us  the benefit of
his "immediate reaction". Perhaps if he
had  considered  our  letter  a  little  more
deeply  he  would  have  accepted  that
relationships   and  attitudes  between
ULPS  and  RSGB  have  changed  since
the  merger  discussions  in  the  early
eighties. Let me give some examples.

Overmanyyearsithasbeenmypleas-
ure   to   work   closely   with   ULPS
colleagues in the Centre for Jewish Edu-
cation, in the Leo Baeck College and in
the European Region of the World Un-
ion for Progressive Judaism (WUPJ). Of
course  there  have  been  differences  of
opinion but there have been no  differ-
ences of principle for a very long time.
Any differences have been resolved by
discussion and consensus, as they should
be between reasonable people.

Within the  last five years  the  Euro-
pear Region of the WUPJ has set up a
Beg.f Dz.7t  for  the  Developing  European
Communities which has been modelled
on  the  RSGB  Bez.f  Dz.72.   ULPS  rabbis
worked  constructively  in  its  establish-
ment  and  play  an  active  part  in  its
function.

If Don  had  been  able  to  attend  the
ULPS biennial conferences recently he
would have  been hard pressed to  find
any real differences between them and
those of RSGB. Nor would the standard
of kashrut have been any less.

One  of the  stumbling  blocks  in  the
merger  discussions  of the  eighties  was
the  differences between the  two  youth
movements, especially with regard to Zi-
onist  orientation.  Since  those  days  the
ULPS Youth Organisation has affiliated

to Netzer Olami and now stands side by
side with RSY on this issue. One could
80 On.

All  this  might not have been  so  20
years ago. Now by working together we
are  learning  to  trust  each  other  and  I
believe this is the key to future progress.

To build mutual trust the parties have
to understand each other at the present
time and not live in the past. From his
comments I suspect that Don Glazer has
not seen the current Prayer Book of the
ULPS, Siddur Lev Chadash published in
1995,  nor  the  recent  book  on  halacha
written by Rabbi John Rayner. If he had,
he  would  have  seen  how  close  ULPS
and RSGB have become.

Finally,  Don Glazer infers  from our
letter that Jerome and I do not like the
RSGB club and should join another. On
the contrary, we like RSGB very much
and want to  see its  continued develop-
ment in the progressive way which it has
done so well over the last 25 years. But it
can only do this  if we  are prepared to
discuss challenging ideas in an open and
informed environment with mutual trust
and   /'s%ez.in  s%cz7"cz}/z.in.   The   place   in
which to do this is within the Movement.
To stifle discussion by exclusion is just
what we do not want to do.  .

"If we  do  not  accept  this  approach

then  we  shall  stagnate  in  our  nco-
orthodoxy...We  must  not  fall  into  the
trap of becoming the "Reformed" Syna-
gogues of Great Britain." I wrote that in
my RSGB  Chairman's address in  1977
in the context of another controversy. It
still applies today  I

Jeffery S Rose
London Nwl 1

NOT CLINTON
Sir

I WAS  HONOURED  THAT YOU
decided   to   review   my   book
`Organizing       God's       Work'

/M4IVIV4   63/  and  I  appreciated  the
thoughtful comments on it provided by
Rabbi  Jeffrey  Newman.   But  I  was
bemused  by  his  description  of me  as
working  at  `Aston  Clinton  Business
School'.

Aston Clinton is familiar to many as
a  pleasant  Buckinghamshire  village
with   a   hotel   highly   favoured   for
specialist family celebrations. But as far
as  I  know,  it  is  not  yet  home  to  a
Business  School  -  although  working
there  might  well  be  preferable  to
working in the centre of Birmingham .

Margaret Harris
Prof essor If voluntc[ry Sector

Organisation,
Aston University Business School,

Birminghcun
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William Wolff

A#a:!w:es::J:E:¥E;:';I:g::od:;:i
year as the last words spoken before the
last hyrm sung.

That in every shool that I have served,
is the moment for chairman or president
to step on to the Bimah and launch the
Kol Nidrey appeal.

It was not always thus. The custom is
barely 50 years old - not so much as a
micro-second  in  the  scale  of  Jewish
history.

Has the time  come to  drop that new
and intrusive habit?

In  such  congregations  where,  in my
experience,   the   appeal   has   raised
appreciable sums, it has been because of
personal    letters    from    rabbi    and
president. Speeches and corded cards on
the night have added barely more than a
few pounds.

Worse, they rip away the spirituality
from the most sacred night of the year.

They  are  a  major  reason  why  our
once-or-twice  a  year Jews  remain just
that. Because on the one occasion when
they do come to shool, the climax of the
evening is not uplift, but a demand for
cheques.  And  that  makes  it  so  much
easier for them to stay away on all those
other days and nights.

The message  of Kol Nidrey night is
about  soul  and  conscience,  about  God
and  life  eternal.   That  is  all  that  the
synagogue is about that night.

How  much  longer  are  we  going  to
allow  it  to  be  hijacked  by  any  other
cause, however worthy?

•?`T

A#,aTtw?:L;:#TgEth?.:::EfE::dT::
me that means  anyone under 40 - who
were visiting my shool. At two successive
evening services, each walked out in the
middle of my sermon. Deliberately.

The first time I was recalling with some
nostalgiatheway1stoppedadoctorkilling
my  grandmother  one  Sunday  moming
with a massive dose of morphine. Maybe
that hinted at my attitude to the spreading
practice of killing the patient in order to
end the pain.

The second time I was expressing some
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mild  view  about  the  desirability  -  or
otherwise  -  of  deliberately  creating
children  who  from  birth  to  death  are
intended never to know their father.

These are among the main topics that
today define  the  gaping  divide between
religious  morality  and  secular  do-as-I-
please choice.

They  are  not  often  addressed  from
either church or synagogue pulpit.

But is not this retreat of the pulpit from
religious morality one exodus too far?

?J,`,

TWO OF MY HEART STRINGS
were    feelingly   plucked   by
the Westminster Abbey memorial

service to Lord (Yehudi) Menuhin, one of
this century's greatest musicians. One of
joy   that   this    great   musician    and
exceptional  human  being  should  have
been so honoured.

And one of sorrow that the service for
the man who became probably the most
respected  Jew  of his  time  did  not  take
place  in  the  Liberal  Jewish  Synagogue,
the  West  London  Synagogue,  or  the
Western Marble Arch synagogue.

And   then   came   the   puzzlement.
Notably absent from the 24 ambassadors
who were at service was the ambassador
of Israel.  The  Jordan  ambassador  made
tine to be there and honour a man who
had  visited  Israel  seven  times  and  was
awarded the City of Jerusalem Medal.

Did  Israel's  ambassador  boycott  the
service  because  he  would  not  go  to  a
church, or was it just a careless oversight?
Whateverthereason,didhebyhisabsence
enhance the standing of his country - and
our heritage - or diminish it?

7.?

IE PLACE IN WHICH I WAS
ying  so  hard not to  slip  or trip
as one of the most miserable on

earth.  On  one  side  were  acres  of high
rise blocks, without soul or centre.

A mile or less away was one of those
rare  old towns  where neither plastered
town  hall  nor  red  brick  parish  church
had any feature of distinction. And the
main  square  with  its  sand,  weeds  and
missing  paving  stones  was  designer-
made  for  anyone  in  a  hurry  to  break
their leg.

Only   the   Moorish   loops   of  the
children's  library  showed  that  in  its
teenage  this  building  had  tried  to  be
different. And so it was. It used to be a
synagogue.

The drab little town in western Poland

has  one big  saving  grace.  It boasts the
name of Konin.

And thereby proves that immortality
in  this  age  of  disc  and  screen  is  still
conferred by God - and a well written
Paperback.

#

O=e?:::f:LL;e::Ci£Ha:°s;na¥;gs::
membership is determined by insurance
rather  than  belief.  Large  nunibers  still
regard  their  shools,  particularly  in  the
Federation  and  United  Synagogue,  as
funeral insurance services.

They    are    right    in    that    most
synagogues  do  run  an  undertaker's
business, and some rake in a good profit.

They are also wrong because - and I
dare only whisper this - they can get a
much  better  deal  from  an  insurance
company. A policy from one of the big
firms  gives  better  terms,  and  like  the
best  behaved  of partners  and  children
you can take it anywhere.

They are wrong also because the vast
majority no longer need such insurance.
They leave far more than the thousand
or two pounds which is the top cost of a
funeral.   The   current  value   of  my
bungalow will pay for at least ten modest
funerals.  And  my  best  and  meanest
friends tell me they can let me have only
One.

So is it not time to bum or bury this
quaint relic?

•7,?

BYE,  BYE  SHMULEY.  WILL
it  be  Le'hitraot,  will  we  ever
see you again?

I reckon Shmuley knows that as little
as I do. For Rabbi Shmuel Boteach, who
has  announced  that  after  ten  years  of
striking  the  Anglo  Jewish   scene   as
blindly as lightning, he is heading back
to his native America, is at heart a little
silly Billy who does not know what he
wants to be or have.

Kosher sex or treyfe swag?
He  does  not  know.  Because  like  so

many Lubavitch converts, Shmuley has
no Jewish roots.

RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF I.a #zz.#j.s/e;-o/ 7yz.77!-
bledon  Synagogue.   He  previously  served  both
Liberal  and  Reform  congJ.egations  in  Brighton,
Reading, Milton Keynes and Newcastle upon Tyne.
He was trained at Leo Baeck College, and started
his full  time  rabbinate  as  an  assistant  to  Rabbi
Hugo  Gryn  at  the  West  London Synagogue.  He
was a Fleet Street journalist bef:ore he became a
rabbi.
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FOF]THCOM[NG EVENTS
Summer Exhibition: 7 June -7 October

Chagall and the School of Paris
Original lithographs by artists who worked in  Paris at the time Chagall was affecting the art of the twentieth century; featuring

Matisse, Picasso, Sonia Delaunay, Modigliani, Lucien Pissarro, Kisling and David Schnerer

Tuesday 7th September 7.30pm
in association with the Three Faiths Forum:

Towards the Millennium; Trialogue in Jerusalem„.Ivluslims, Christians and Jews
A talk by Dr Ron  Kronish, Babbi,  Educator and Director

of the  lnterreligious Coordinating  Council  in  Israel

Tuesday 12 October 7.45pm
in association with  New Connexions

The Mystery of Qumran
An illustrated talk by Gloria Moss on the healing and exotic medical

qualities  of this ancient site

18 October 1999 - 6 January 2000
An exhibition of the work of Michele Franklin

CHI  KUNGITAI CHI
Wednesdays 1  - 2pm

An ongoing programme with Adam Leighton
Breathing, exercise and meditation techniques for the body and mind to maintain

good health and alleviate stress and anxiety

LUNCHTIME RECITALS
Thursdays,1.15 -2.00pm

Autumn  1999 Series: 7 and 210ctober, 4 and  18 November and 2 December

ART COURSES
Ten week daytime courses from October - December

Tuesdays 10.00am -12.30pm and 1.30 -4.00pm

WATERCOLOUF] CLASS
Ten week evening course with Linda Gevertz

from October - December
Wednesdays 7.30pm - 10.00pm
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